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INTRODUCTION

The Judge Advocate General's Corps (JAGC) supports the Anny mission by providing a
full range oflegal services in both the deployed and garrison environment, focused on core mis
sions of fostering personal and organizational discipline; advising commanders and other Anny
leaders; providing soldier services in claims, legal assistance, and criminal defense; protecting
Anny interests before regulatory boards and in civil courts; and developing tomorrow's leaders.
The JAGC is one legal team-competent, confident, caring, and courageous; grounded in val
ues; committed to justice; and totally integrated into the Anny. On September 3, 2013, Lieu
tenant General Flora D. Darpino became The Judge Advocate General (TJAG), and is the 39th
officer to hold this title. Major General Thomas E. Ayres became the Deputy Judge Advocate
General (DJAG) on October 1, 2013.

MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS
STRENGTH
There are approximately 1,880 Judge Advocates (JA), 92 legal administrators (LA) and
1,658 paralegals on active duty; 2,700 JAs, 78 LAs and 2,478 paralegals in the Anny Reserve
(USAR) and Anny National Guard (ARNG); and 618 civilian attorneys subject to the qualify
ing authority ofTJAG. Currently, over 185 of these JAs are deployed abroad and there are 203
reserve JAs mobilized for full-time active duty. Together, these legal professionals support
more than 600 legal offices and deployed task forces in over twenty countries, including Af
ghanistan, Cuba, Iraq, Egypt, Korea, and Kosovo, and a number of countries on the African
continent.
Diversity in the Judge Advocate General's Corps (JAGC) continues to increase, with
women now accounting for approximately 27 percent of all active duty JAs. Minority officers
serve in the JAGC at a rate higher than the national average of minority practicing attorneys
comprising almost 18% of the JAGC's active duty strength.
As the Anny redeploys, reorganizes, and refocuses upon the end of major combat opera
tions, the JAGC will evolve and transition as well. Throughout these transformations, the
Judge Advocate Legal Services (JALS) will continue to meet the needs of the expeditionary
Army and the Joint Force. The Personnel, Plans, andTraining Office (PPTO) ensures that
members of the JALS are organized, resourced, and prepared to provide legal services any
where around the world.
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PERSONNEL
The Personnel Section of PPTO provides career management and assignments for active and
reserve component Judge Advocates. Officers enter the JAGC either as direct commissionees,
through the ROTC-commissioned educational delay program, or through the Army' s funded
legal education program (FLEP) for already serving active duty officers. In FY15, the JAGC
accessed onto active duty: 54 direct commissionees, 13 ROTC educational delay officers, and
24 FLEP officers for a total of 91 new JAGC officers.
The transformation of new attorneys into JAs
begins with successful completion of the Direct
Commissioned Officer Course (DCC) and the
Judge Advocate Officer Basic Course (JAOBC).
At the six-week DCC, new JAs learn the tactical
and leadership skills needed to succeed in the
demanding operational tempo of the Army. Fol
lowing DCC, JAs attend the ten and a half week
JAOBC at The Judge Advocate General's Legal
Center and School (TJAGLCS), in Char
lottesville, Virginia. During this phase, JAs
learn the organization, function, and mission of
the U.S. Army JAG Corps, and receive an over
view of military law in the U.S. Army. Once
selected for promotion to major, JAs return to TJAGLCS to attend the Judge Advocate Gradu
ate Course, which prepares them to serve as mid-grade leaders and legal advisors to more senior
commanders.
In addition to graduate level legal training, twenty JAs are selected yearly to attend the Com
mand and General Staff College, the Army's Intermediate Level Education resident course, at
Fort Leavenworth, in preparation to transition to higher levels of supervisory responsibility. Ad
ditionally, the JAGC seeks to ensure it retains experts across the full spectrum of legal practice
areas. To this end, each year the JAGC sends up to eight JAs to obtain advanced degrees in
specialty practice areas oflaw. This year, JAs will receive LL.M.s in procurement law, crimi
nal law, cyber law, national security law, comparative international law, health care law, intelli
gence law and litigation procedure. Major and lieutenant colonel JAs also have opportunities
for broadening assignments, including serving in joint assignments at the Joint Staff or with
combatant commands, participating in a teaching fellowship at the International Institute for
Humanitarian Law in San Remo, Italy, or serving as a professor teaching international law at
the U.S. Naval War College.
Each year approximately ten select JA senior leaders, typically lieutenant colonels and colo
nels, attend Senior Service College, developing strategic thinking and leadership skills needed
to advise the Army's and Joint Force's most senior leaders, as well as lead large legal offices.
In 2015, fellowship opportunities with the Department ofJustice and the Office of the Director
of National Intelligence were also available to senior JAs as an alternative to Senior Service
College.
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functions for the National Guard. The JARO employs approximately seventy-five JAs from
legal offices across the world as Field Screening Officers (FSOs) to interview law students and
conduct outreach to law schools and the legal profession.
The JAGC sustained its efforts to strengthen the Corps by recruiting and selecting only
the best qualified law students and attorneys from within the legal community. The JARO con
tinued to attract talented candidates through its aggressive on-campus recruiting program. The
FSOs recruited at all 204 American Bar Association (ABA) accredited law schools that award a
Juris Doctor degree. As a result, 91 attorneys were commissioned into the Regular Army, 55
attorneys into the Army Reserve, and 71 attorneys into the Army National Guard.
Interest in JAGC service remains exceptionally high and appointment remains very
competitive with only sixteen percent of applicants selected for active duty service. Neverthe
less, JARO continued several initiatives in an effort to remain competitive among legal employ
ers. Committed to enhancing diversity, JARO participated in dozens of national, regional, and
local job and career fairs including organizations that represent the interests of minorities and
women. Additionally, JARO expanded the JAGC's presence on social media and highlighted
the successes of minority and female JAs. Moreover, JAs continued to conduct outreach to the
legal community by judging moot court competitions and conducting panel discussions and
presentations at law school and bar association events. These efforts helped ensure recruitment
of high-quality candidates from a richly diverse pool oflaw students and attorneys.

SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
The JAGC conducted its Summer Internship Program for the forty-fourth year. This
year, sixty second-year law students participated in an eight-week paid internship and were as
signed to various Army installations throughout the United States and abroad. These interns,
and dozens of unpaid externs earning law school credit, assisted active duty JA officers to pro
vide legal services in all of the core disciplines of the JAGC.

PLANS
The Plans Section of PPTO is responsible for the force management of JALS personnel
in the Army's Generating Force (including the Office of The Judge Advocate General
(OTJAG), the U.S. Army Legal Services Agency (USALSA), and The Judge Advocate Gen
eral's Legal Center and School (TJAGLCS)), JAGC personnel policies, and the Judge Advocate
Officer Incentives Program (JAOIP). Just as individual JAs develop over time, the JAGC-as
an institution-continues to change to meet the evolving needs of our client. The PPTO pro
vides TJAG flexibility to adapt JAGC-wide force management policies in response to changing
strategic demands. With operations scaling down in Afghanistan and the Army drawing down
its end strength, there are 25 fewer deployed JAs as compared to this time last year. Downward
pressure on federal budget appropriations continues to force the Army to conduct a broad spec
trum of efficiency reviews which will continue to drive the shape and size of the Army and
JAGC as both try to determine the right size and composition of legal assets needed to meet the
changing demands of the future Army.
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As the Anny resizes, the JAGC expects to see continued demand for the high quality legal ser
vices provided by JAs stationed and deployed around the world. In an effort to continue to at
tract and retain the exceptional military attorneys, PPTO continues to implement the JAOIP.
The JAOIP provides a combination of student loan repayment up to $65,000 over four years for
new JAs and a bonus incentive of$60,000 for captains in their fourth year of service in ex
change for four additional years of service. In an era of fiscal uncertainty, the JAGC continues
to fight for JAOIP to retain the exceptional legal professionals necessary to provide proactive
legal support while deployed and at home to enable the Army and the Joint Force to conduct
operations for the Nation.
Budget pressures notwithstanding, the Anny continued its focus on legal support to the
Sexual Harassment/Assault Response & Prevention (SHARP) program, building special victim
capability and creating new military and civilian JALS positions in a time of reductions to the
Army's end-strength. Pursuant to direction from the Secretary of Defense, the JAGC continues
to train and field Special Victim Counsel (SVC) to provide individual military attorneys to vic
tims of sexual assault throughout the process of the investigation and court-martial. Additional
ly, the growth of civilian Special Victim Witness Liaisons (SVWL) provide victims with a pri
mary point of contact through which they may obtain information, advice, and assistance in se
curing medical treatment, counseling services, and other support. The JAGC also created au
thorizations for civilian attorney sexual assault experts that will assist and train both trial coun
sel and defense counsel. This additional growth of SVC, SVWL, and sexual assault expert ca
pabilities complement the recent growth in Special Victim Prosecutor capabilities, and reflects
the Anny's commitment to effectively respond to sexual assault cases.

CIVILIAN ATTORNEYS AND PARAPROFESSIONALS
Recognizing the importance of our civilian attorneys and paraprofessionals, TJAG in
cludes the Director, Civilian Personnel, and Labor and Employment Law in her leadership
team. The Director's office includes a civilian attorney manager to ensure that the civilian
members of JALS are professionally developed and utilized to support the JAGC mission and
vision. This year TJAG hired two full-time civilian career manager positions who worked to
ensure the continued legal and leader educational training for the JAGC's civilian professionals.

DOCTRINE, DEVELOPMENT, EDUCATION, AND TRAINING
THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL'S LEGAL
CENTER AND SCHOOL
The Judge Advocate General's Legal Center
The Judge Advocate General's Legal Center, part of
TJAGLCS, serves as a strategic resource for TJAG and
the almost 10,000 lawyers, legal administrators and
paralegals that make up the active duty, U.S. Army Re
serve and Army National Guard membership of the Ar
my JAGC. The Legal Center's mission is to integrate lessons learned from military
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operations in the development oflegal force structure, doctrine, and training strategies in an ef
fort to optimize legal support to current and future operations.
Established in July 2003, the Legal Center supports our nation's commitment to con
forming military operations to the rule of law. Through its Directorates-the Center for Law and
Military Operations, Combat Developments, Future Concepts, and Training Developments-the
Legal Center works with The Judge Advocate General's School (TJAGSA) to provide relevant
and ready legal support to the Army and the Joint force.
The Legal Center supports TJAG's goal of ensuring that today and in the future, the
right number of doctrinally-based, superbly trained and equipped legal professionals will be
present and ready to furnish commanders, staffs, and soldiers at every level with expert and pro
active legal support.
Combat Developments Directorate

The Combat Developments Directorate (CDD) is the Legal Center's proponent for the
Army's deployable legal force structure. Drawing from legal lessons learned during military
operations, CDD evaluates, designs, proposes, and justifies the current and future legal force
structure necessary to support the Army. This mission includes legal organizations within the
Regular Army, Army Reserve, and Army National Guard. CDD is the principal office through
which the JAGC participates in the Army's force design initiatives to meet the challenges faced
by Army organizations in support ofjoint operations against threatening and adaptive adver
saries. CDD is also the JAGC's proponent representative for the legal administrator and parale
gal career fields, responsible for career field development and personnel management policies.
CDD is currently representing the JAGC during the Total Army Analysis (TAA) 18-22
process. The Total Army Analysis is an annual process used to determine the correct balance of
organizations to accomplish the Army's strategy within an affordable force structure. The
Budget Control Act of201 l and Bipartisan Budget Act of2013 require the Regular Army to
reduce by 40,000 personnel by Fiscal Year 2019 (FY!9). This reduction has led to the sched
uled inactivation of more than ten brigade-sized units, and the reduction of all Division, Corps,
and Theater Headquarters by over 20%. CDD has participated in numerous planning meetings
during the past year and successfully advocated to retain legal capabilities and ensure the opti
mal mix oflegal personnel each Operating Force unit.
In addition to its involvement in TAA 18-22, CDD is managing operating force growth in re
sponse to the increased emphasis on the prevention and prosecution of sexual crimes in the Ar
my. The 2013 National Defense Authorization Act requires the establishment of special victim
capabilities for the purposes of investigating and prosecuting allegations of sexual assault and
child abuse and domestic violence. Further, it requires the Department of Defense (DOD) to
make SVCs available to advise and represent victims of sexual assault. CDD's responded by
creating twelve SVC teams in the Operating Force. Each geographically dispersed SVC team
consists of two attorneys. Upon completion, the redesign will create stand-alone SVC teams
capable of deploying with the operational units they support. The SVC teams have been
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designed to respond to the demands of deployed forces to make improved legal support availa
ble to commanders and victims.
The Future Concepts Directorate
The Future Concepts Directorate (FCD) is the JAGC's bridge to concept, capabilities,
and doctrine development and integration in the Army and Joint Force. The FCD participates
in the drafting, review, and implementation of Army and Joint Force doctrine and future con
cepts, and determines how such developments are likely to impact the mission, requirements,
and capabilities of the JAGC. The FCD also participates in war-games that test these concepts
and doctrinal ideas. The FCD develops, writes, and staffs JAGC doctrine that describes how
legal personnel support the Operational Army across the full range of military operations. The
FCD serves as the central repository for all doctrinal and conceptual matters affecting the JAGC
and maintains close working relationships throughout the Army, Joint, and Interagency commu
nities to ensure consistency in legal concepts and doctrine across all disciplines.
The Army is in the process of updating its doctrine to make it more clear, concise, cur
rent, and accessible to Army leaders and soldiers, and to reflect changes the Army has made to
the way that it operates. To keep pace with those changes, the FCD is updating the JAGC's
capstone doctrinal publication, Army Field Manual (FM) 1-04, Legal Support to the Operation
al Army, in order to maintain currency with changes to law, regulation, and policy. The FCD
also edited and staffed within the Army, Marine Corps, and Department of Defense an update to
FM 27-10, The Law ofLand W mfare, which will be renumbered FM 6-27 and become doctrine
for the Army and Marine Corps. Members of the FCD also contributed notably to the develop
ment of nearly 200 Army doctrine publications. In addition, the FCD assisted the Army's con
cept community to develop the Anny Operating Concept, the Army Functional Concept for En
gagement, and the Human Dimension Concept to ensure each was synchronized with the JAGC
vision of the future. Members of the FCD also contributed significantly to the Army Chief of
Staffs preeminent war-game, Unified Quest, which examines the capabilities and capacities
that the Army will need to meet strategic, operational, and tactical challenges anticipated from
2016-2028. Finally, the FCD is in the forefront of developing Stability Operations and Rule of
Law doctrine in support of the Army, Joint, and Interagency communities engaged in these rap
idly evolving areas.
Training Developments Directorate
The Training Developments Directorate (TDD) analyzes training needs, designs training
strategies, and leverages training and education technologies to support JAGC training. TDD's
core mission is to provide current legal training materials for resident paraleg'a! education for
the JAGC' s enlisted paralegals. These materials provide training resources for new, mid-level,
and senior Army paralegals. TDD manages the JAGC Distributed Leaming (dL) program.
TDD also provides a foundation for the digital delivery of training and curriculum in the JAGC
through the online JAG University, and other leading-edge technologies for content manage
ment, course development, and internet collaboration. TDD provides technical assistance and
standardized training products for legal training programs across the Army. In this regard,
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TDD and the TJAGSA faculty have developed and fielded seventeen Standard Training Pack
ages (STPs) for JA personnel to use to conduct legal training in any environment. The STPs
ensure that critical law-related courses taught throughout the Army will be current and correct.
The TDD Director serves as a member of the ABA Standing Committee on paralegals.
TDD also manages the Army Paralegal Degree Program through which JAGC enlisted person
nel can earn an ABA-approved Bachelor or Associate Degree from the University of Great
Falls (UGF). Paralegal soldiers graduating from Advanced Individual Training may receive ten
credit hours toward their Paralegal Degree through UGF. A 2014 ABA visit, which occurs
once every seven years, approved the awarding of these credits. These programs offer a tre
mendous opportunity for JAGC enlisted personnel to enhance their professionalism as Army
paralegals.
Center for Law and Military Operations
The Center for Law and Military Operations (CLAMO) has the mission to study and
improve legal practices in military operations. In fulfilling its mission, CLAMO helps to up
hold TJAGLCS's commitment to ensure that U.S. military operations conform to domestic and
international law.
Founded in 1988 at the direction
of the Secretary of the Army, CLAMO is
ajoint, interagency, and multi-national
organization. During 2014-2015, Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard
officers served in CLAMO; an officer
from the British Army and a civilian at
torney from the German Defense Force
also were assigned to CLAMO.
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To fulfill its mission, CLAMO
examines military operational issues that
impact core legal disciplines for JAs,
whether those issues arise in combat, stability operations, humanitarian and disaster relief missions, or during defense support to civil
authorities in domestic operations. CLAMO also serves as the central repository within The
Judge Advocate General's Corps for data, documents, and after-action reports pertaining to le
gal support to operations. CLAMO supports JAs by analyzing all data and information collect
ed from foreign and domestic operations, developing lessons learned across all military legal
disciplines, and by disseminating those lessons and associated documents (authorities, guides,
templates, etc.) to the Army, and other services, through publications, instructions and training
modules. CLAMO supports JAs in the field by responding to requests for assistance, by engag
ing in a continuous exchange of information with the Combat Training Centers (CTCs) and
their JA observer coach/trainers (OC/Ts), and by partnering with the professors at the
TJAGLCS to create operational law training material.
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CLAMO has continued to collect lessons learned during the transition of operations in Afghani
stan; active duty, reserve and National Guard support to domestic operations following
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disasters; and international disaster relief operations. CLAMO has continued to focus greater
attention on the collection of trends by JA OC/Ts during the Army's new Decisive Action
Training Environment rotations at the CTCs that are designed to simulate an expeditionary en
vironment during a contingency operation. CLAMO has also captured initial lessons learned
and started developing resources to assist judge advocates supporting Regionally Aligned Force
exercises and missions.
CLAMO's location at TJAGLCS on the grounds of the University of Virginia (UVA)
empowers it with access to the experts on the TJAGLCS faculty, the excellent military collec
tion of the TJAGLCS library, the doctrinal and force development resources of the Legal Cen
ter, and the exceptional research facilities of the
UVA School of Law.

The Judge Advocate General's School
TJAGSA, a part ofTJAGLCS, educates
JAs, civilian attorneys, and legal paraprofessionals
from all branches of the military, as well as com
manders from across the Army and lawyers and
paraprofessionals from many other federal agen
cies.
TJAGSA's curriculum mirrors the substantive legal areas practiced by DOD attorneys.
In addition to enhancing professional legal skills, the curriculum is designed to develop and re
fine students' legal research, writing, and communication skills; to instill Army values; to teach
and sharpen Soldier and officer skills; and to impart a sense of the rich history of the JAGC and
the Army. There are six honorary academic chairs at TJAGSA, all named for distinguished
members of the legal profession and former members of the Corps.
The relationship between TJAGSA and the ABA has existed since the late 1950s and con
tinues to prosper. Our Dean, Colonel James F. Garrett, fully participates in the online forums
for law school deans. Mr. Maurice A. Lescault, Jr., TJAGSA's Associate Dean for Academics,
is between committee assignments, but seeking another appointment for the coming year. Oth
er examples of our continuing involvement with the ABA include the Administrative and Civil
Law Department's longstanding participation with the ABA Legal Assistance to Military.Per
sonnel (LAMP) Committee, teaching classes at their Continuing Legal Education (CLE) pro
grams, inviting Committee members to teach at TJAGSA short courses, and participating fully
as liaisons to committee meetings.
Our relationship with UVA and location next to its exceptional law school continues to
present tremendous opportunities and benefits to us. Examples of collaboration include our In
ternational and Operational Law Department co-sponsoring several events per year with UVA
and the International Committee of the Red Cross for participants ranging from law students to
policy makers. The Criminal Law department also capitalizes on this relationship by providing
academic credit for graduate course participation in the UVA Mock Trial Team and Moot Court
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coaching program. Last year, twenty faculty and graduate course students served as coaches
and several teams won awards at regional tournaments. Additionally, our schools continue to
exchange students in some of our respective elective offerings. TJAGSA also participates in
events with other ABA Law Schools around the country. For instance, a team from our Gradu
ate Course, led by faculty from the International and Operational Law, participated in the Secu
rity Law Crisis Simulation Invitational held at Georgetown's National Security Law Center.
Also participating were teams from UVA, Cornell, Stanford, New York University, George
Washington University, American University, Uni.versity of Washington, Ohio State Universi
ty, Indiana University, and Duke University.
TJAGSA's resident program continues to educate over 5,000 students per year and, in
combination with non-resident programs, including distributed learning and on-site training for
Army Reserve Component attorneys, TJAGSA educates an exponentially increasing number of
lawyers, legal paraprofessionals, and other leaders throughout the federal government annually,
which will total over 20,000 students in FY15.
TJAGSA's students include active and Reserve Component personnel from all uni
formed services, as well as civilian attorneys from numerous federal government agencies. JAs
receive exceptional preparation for the challenging duties they face in today's Army in our
JAOBC. One change that occurred in 2013 was that students begin their Army training at the
six-week DCC at Fort Benning, Georgia.
This course provides them the soldier skills
they need to perform their legal practice
where their clients are in operational Army
units. This experience has paid dividends in
the academic classroom as well. The team
building and camaraderie built through the
challenging military training at Fort Benning
has resulted in students who participate and
support each other better during their military "
legal education in Charlottesville. The 10 Yi weeks of legal education here continued to be an
intellectually challenging course of study that builds military legal knowledge upon the excep
tional foundation they received at their ABA-approved law schools.
Our institution' s crown jewel remains our 10-month long, ABA-recognized Graduate
Course that awards a Master of Laws degree in Military Law authorized by statute in Title 10,
United States Code,§ 4315. The 63d Graduate Course graduated on May 22, 2015, with a class
of 115, consisting of 110 U.S. officers and five international officers. The U.S. officers repre
sent every military service, including the Coast Guard, and include members of the Active, Re
serve, and National Guard Components. The international students were uniformed lawyers
from Armenia, Egypt, Ghana, South Korea, and Turkey.
TJAGSA also conducted over 60 functional area courses, varying in length from three
days to three weeks. These courses were taught at TJAGSA, various locations throughout the
United States, and overseas. These courses provide critical legal education to prepare military
and civilian attorneys from all services and throughout the federal government to perform duties
in new areas of the law. Our courses are accredited or recognized by all mandatory CLE states.
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An important part of the Army JAGC training effort includes maintaining military and
legal proficiency of Reserve Component attorneys and paralegals in support of pre-mobilization
missions. The geographical dispersion of Reserve units and personnel presents a significant
challenge to this effort. To meet this challenge, TJAGSA, in conjunction with major Reserve
commands, supports CLE programs at selected locations throughout the United States.
Approximately 900 personnel from every component and service participated in such training
last year (FY14).
While continuing to maintain a strong belief in the benefits of resident instruction, the
TJAGSA faculty and staff continue to deliver instruction and educational products to JAs
around the world through the use of dL technology. The Contract and Fiscal Law Department
improved the 2015 version of its online Comptroller Accreditation and Fiscal Law Course,
which is delivered through web-based media. The course is available to legal and non-legal
personnel throughout the DOD, and is accessed by approximately 10,000 students each year.
The nearly 25-hour course is the Army's sole accredited source of online fiscal law training for
comptroller personnel. In a continuing effort to get updated and relevant information to attor
neys in the field as effectively and efficiently as possible, the Department also made available
online recorded materials from both the Contract Attorneys' Course, and the Advanced Con
tract Law Course.
TJAGSA continued to refine its most important dL effort, with updates to the Judge Ad
vocate Officer Advanced Course. Phase I of this course consists of 156 hours of online instruc
tion. Professors have worked diligently to improve both the content and presentation of this
critical material incorporating a variety of educational means including interactive activities and
online video. TJAGSA worked with Army-funded contractors to build simulations and interac
tive games into the Judge Advocate Officer Advanced Course for 2013. This effort exponen
tially improves the quality and interactivity of the course, which will in turn provide a more
complete preparation for our reserve component JAs as they reach the rank of major. The
course is capped off by a two-week resident phase to solidify their education in the course and
connect them to their Regimental Home at the TJAGLCS.
Advocacy training remains one of the Criminal Law Department's top priorities. Over a
three-week period, JAOBC students take a case from the initial report of the offense to trial and
conviction or acquittal of the alleged offender. The faculty employs a scenario that draws from
the most common aspects of offenders, victims, available evidence, and third-party witnesses in
a sexual assault case file. Through the course of the mock court-martial, the students learn the
substance and process of a criminal case in the military justice system. Every student com
pletes twelve trial advocacy workshops, three mock pretrial proceedings, and a mock court
martial. The curriculum incorporates the mandatory training requirements of the DOD and De
partment of the Army (DA) Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Program.
The Criminal Law Department strives to enhance the practice of military justice throughout the
life cycle of our trial and victim advocates. The department continues to refine the SVC Course
in support of the SVC program. The Department continued to offer two resident Special Vic
tim's Counsel Courses. In addition, the Department assisted in the creation of and hosted a sep
arate course to train SVCs to meet the challenges of advising child victims. They also conduct
ed their world-class Intermediate Trial Advocacy Courses, where the skills provided to basic
course students are expanded upon for those JAs entering trial counsel or defense
12

counsel positions. The Criminal Law Department also taught the 58th Military Judges Course,
a required course for all new military judges in every military service to be certified as a judge
in courts-martial, and taught the 20th Military Justice Manager's Course, a course that trains
our installation's supervising prosecutors. The Criminal Law Department continued its use of
technology and social media to reach attorneys in the field with support of the Corps' communi
ty of practice site on mi!Book.
The Contract and Fiscal Law Department's objective is to graduate officers with a solid
understanding of the constitutional and statutory fiscal law framework that forms the foundation
for all acquisitions across the entire federal government. Over a six-day timeframe, all JAOBC
students receive plenary and seminar training on foundational purpose, time, and amount theo
ry, followed by small-group seminars and practical exercises on how this theory shows up in
practice. This department continues to focus as much instruction as possible on small group
seminars, consistent with most current adult learning models that advocate hands-on, experien
tial learning in small groups. Currently, almost fifty percent of the JAOBC instruction consists
of small group, practical-exercise seminars of 15 students or less. Basic Course students also
work in pairs to complete a one-hour "Brief the Commander Exercise." This practical exercise
requires JAOBC students to not only solve a fiscal law issue based on a hypothetical scenario, it
also requires the students to distill and effectively briefthe answer to an operational command
er. During the Graduate Course, students receive four weeks of instruction in fiscal law and
contracts. Instructors reinforce the constitutional and statutory fiscal law framework while
challenging Graduate Course students with deeper level issues. In addition, the Department of
fers six Graduate Course electives ranging from Advanced Fiscal Law to Disputes and Reme
dies. The electives prepare JAs to identify, analyze, and advise on the most complex contract
and fiscal law issues. The Contract and Fiscal Law Department also promotes the long-term
professional development of field attorneys by sponsoring multiple short courses that empha
size fiscal law, basic contract law, procurement fraud, and advanced contract law. These cours
es are attended by over 150 government contract law attorneys each time they are taught, often
with extensive "wait-lists" for those hoping to attend if a seat opens. The Contact and Fiscal
Law Department also continues its emphasis on operational funding in multiple inter
departmental short courses, as JAs continue to need current, up to date information on Congres
sional authorities available to commanders in Iraq and Afghanistan. To this end, we provide
multiple operational funding classes and publish chapters on this subject in several publications.
Looking forward, the Contract and Fiscal Law Department continues to jump-start advanced
thinking on government acquisition and fiscal law concepts by hosting the Government Con
tract and Fiscal Law New Developments Course in the fall of each year. Attended by high
level acquisition and fiscal attorneys from throughout the federal government, this course serves
as a forum for serious discussion on current legal and policy issues facing our Nation's leaders.
Covering three of the Corps' six core practice areas, the Administrative and Civil Law
Department (ADA) continues to be the largest department in the LCS, with more professors,
subject-specific short courses, and total hours taught to both the Graduate Course and the
JAOBC. The Administrative and Civil Law Department focuses on basic and advanced instruc
tion in administrative law, legal assistance, and claims. Members of the department continued
to incorporate significant changes in the law in numerous substantive areas, to include Labor
Law, the Freedom of Information Act, Government Ethics, Defensive Federal Litigation, Fami
ly Law, Consumer Law, Federal-State relations, and Tax and Estate Law. In an effort to
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further its progressive adult learning model, ADA continues to focus on concept application
with applied-learning seminars in the basic course and advanced administrative and civil law
graduate course electives. The ADA continues to be a critical resource in the Army for ques
tions about the policies surrounding the various social issues and their impact on the military,
such as transgender issues. In addition to their teaching duties within TJAGSA, ADA profes
sors continued to be valued members and participants at the ABA LAMP Committee as well as
frequent guest speakers at other professional presentations, conferences, and continuing legal
education events.
The faculty of the International and Operational Law Department (ADI) continued to
refine the department's courses to reflect recent trends in international law and military opera
tions that have been at the forefront of international headlines. One example is the Emergent
Topics in International and Operational Law Course, which provides the TJAGLCS and the
JAGC flexibility to address current legal issues affecting U.S. national security and military op
erations. The last iteration held in March 2015 addressed the numerous issues surrounding on
going conflicts in Iraq and Syria, the humanitarian crisis associated with the Ebola outbreak in
Africa, and the evolution of cyber operations. The Emergent Topics in International and Opera
tional Law Course is attended by students from throughout the DOD and other federal agencies,
as well as a number of international students. The Department also presents the Operational
Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) Course, which provides basic LOAC instruction, as well as
lectures and in-depth discussion concerning trends in international and operational law.
In the past year, TJAGLCS (through ADI) supported an International Humanitarian Law
(IHL) workshop for law students held at the University of California, Berkeley. ADI faculty
also instructed at the UVA Law Center for National Security Law 2015 Institute, and participat
ed in the South Texas College of Law, and the University of Texas School of Law National Se
curity Workshop. Law students from across the United States can apply to attend these multi
day workshops which are designed to expose law students to current issues in the LOAC to in
clude classes on conflict classification and means and methods of warfare. ADI coached five
TJAGLCS graduate course students that competed in the Georgetown University Law Center
National Security Crisis Law Invitational. In addition, ADI participated in an IHL Seminar for
U.S. policy makers with the UVA School of Law and the ICRC. ADI faculty participated in the
Duke University School of Law's Center on Law, Ethics, and National Security Workshop in
Durham, North Carolina. Additionally, ADI faculty members partnered with the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to teach multiple IHL workshops to congressional staffers,
members of non-governmental organizations, foreign diplomats and embassy staff, and mem
bers of the media. Lastly, ADI faculty served as mentors for the UVA 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
School of Law's Pictet and Clara Barton International Law Moot
...~... THE ARMY LAWYER
~
Court Competition teams, and two ADI faculty served as judges at
these competitions. All of these events provided unique opportunities
to interact with law students, law school faculty members, members of
the ICRC, policy makers, and members of the international legal com
munity interested in LOAC.
Finally, Mr. Fred Berch, the Regimental Historian and Archi
vist, continued to write for publication. His monthly "Lore of the
Corps" in The Army Lawyer reached a wide audience as did his arti
cles in other periodicals, including the Journal of Military History,
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Litigation and On Point. Mr. Borch also continued teach two Graduate Class electives on the
history of warfare. These classes allow Graduate Course students to study and integrate the his
tory of battlefield strategy and tactics with the law of armed conflict. Mr. Borch also provides a
Regimental History lecture to JAOBC students, as well as students in the Judge Advocate War
rant Officer Basic and Advanced Courses, Court Reporter Courses, and Senior and Advanced
Leadership Courses. Mr. Borch and Mr. Lescault led two staff rides - one to Antietam National
Battlefield in Maryland and the other to the Gettysburg National Battlefield, Pennsylvania.
These staff rides integrate military history with practical leadership lessons for JAs.
Each endowed chair at our institution has an associated lecture to promote the develop
ment of the law in that area. The academic year began with the 33rd Charles L. Decker Lecture
in Administrative and Civil Law, presented by The Honorable Bruce E. Kasold, Chief Judge,
United States Court of Veteran's Appeals. The Waldemar A. Solf- Marc L. Warren Chair Lec
ture in International and Operational Law, presented by Brigadier Stuart Lythgoe, Deputy Di
rector for United Kingdom Service Prosecutions, British Almy. The Criminal Law Department
welcomed The Honorable Bernice B. Donald, of the 6th United States Circuit Court of Appeals
to present the 43rd Kenneth J. Hodson Lecture in Criminal Law. The Gilbert A. Cuneo Chair
Lecture in Government Contract Law, presented by The Honorable Gabe Camarillo, the Assis
tant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology. Mr. Rodney Grandon,
Deputy General Counsel for Contractor Responsibility for the Department of the Air Force pre
sented the annual Frank Creekmore Lecture in Government Contract Law. Finally, the 9th Ma
jor General George S. Prugh Lecture in Military Legal History was presented in April 2015 by
The Honorable Scott W. Stucky, Associate Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the
Aimed Forces.
The Legal Administrator and Paralegal Studies Department (ADL) hosted seven short
courses designed to enhance and increased development of current knowledge, skills, and abili
ties of paralegals, court reporters, and legal administrators in their respective disciplines. The
Department also produced four courses that resulted in students graduating with new skills
qualifications to perform duties throughout the Army as court reporters and legal administra
tors; and produced one course meeting the requirements of professional military education for
advanced legal administrators. The department led the effort for TJAG to completely restruc
ture the legal education models that prescribe the developmental courses and experiences to de
velop Legal Administrators and Paralegals throughout their career in our Corps. This in tum
translated into complete updates of the curriculum of key courses. While the assessment of this
effort is ongoing, initial feedback is that the updates have been successful: In addition to curric
ulum and course development and teaching duties within TJAGSA, Legal Administrator and
Paralegal Studies Department personnel extended their influence and expertise as guest speak
ers at military graduation ceremonies at other Army learning institutions and at a professional
conference oflegal technologists.
In addition to instruction for attorneys and legal professionals, TJAGSA continues to ex
pand its offering oflegal orientation courses for senior military commanders and general offic
ers from non-legal branches. This includes a legal orientation for senior Command Sergeants
Major.
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TJAGSA continues to publish two highly respected periodicals. The quarterly Military
Law Review provides a forum for those interested in military law to share the products oftheir
experience, legal research, and legal thinking. TJAGSA also publishes a monthly practice
oriented publication called The Army Lawyer. These outstanding publications include articles
written by TJAGSA's faculty members, expert military practitioners from the field, and govern
ment and private sector attorneys and scholars, as well as Graduate Course students, who fre
quently submit scholarly papers written for TJAGSA's Professional Communications Program.
TJAGSA's faculty is integral to this process, providing many of the articles and practice notes,
as well as reviewing all articles for accuracy and suitability. According to the Washington &
Lee Law Library law journal rankings website, the Military Law Review was ranked 16th in
2014 among 264 peer-edited journals. The Army Lawyer ranked 19th for the same time period.
One change occurring in 2015 is that The Army Lawyer will no longer be published in hard
copy, but only electronically. This will provide additional flexibility to enhance the appearance
and layout of the publication and its valuable information.
TJAGSA continues to maintain the premier military law library in the Department of
Defense, boasting over 20,000 volumes and an increasing set of digital collections. The li
brary's holdings are particularly strong in the areas of the law of armed conflict, operational
law, primary source ICRC publications, and military justice. This specialized collection, which
includes many rare and one-of-a-kind books and documents, compliments the massive one mil
lion-volume collection general law library at the UVA Law School, which is available to all
TJAGSA faculty and students. TJAGSA faculty and students also have complete access to the
UVA Alderman Library and its fourteen satellite libraries, which contain over six million print
ed volumes. Access to UVA Alderman Library electronic resources is available in the TJAG
SA Library. The library was recently renovated with new shelving, study tables, and a variety
of seating from traditional chairs, to soft seating and study areas. The renovation enhances the
usefulness of the library as study space for our students. The TJAGSA Library, in conjunction
with the Library of Congress, continues to develop its Military Legal Resources Web site and
make the many military-unique documents in its collection available to deployed JAs as well as
to faculty and students at ABA-approved law schools. Many ABA-approved law schools have
added the OCLC records for items on the Military Legal Resources Web site to their online cat
alogs. The TJAGSA Library Director is Mr. Daniel C. Lav.ering, who is in his 30th year. Mr.
Lavering holds both law and library degrees as required by ABA Standard 603.
TJAGSA's faculty structure and its relationship to TJAGLCS, and specifically with the
CLAMO, reflects a commitment not just to the Army, but to our entire nation's uniformed ser
vices. In addition to its 36 active duty professors, which include representatives from the Air
Force, Navy, and Marine Corps, the faculty currently includes two full-time Reserve Compo
nent faculty members (one USAR; one Army National Guard) and 22 Reserve adjunct faculty
members. The adjunct faculty members are legal experts in their own right, from across the
government and private sector. They bring an additional breadth and depth of knowledge to our
faculty. We are particularly pleased to benefit from the service of an Adjunct Associate Dean
to help manage our adjunct faculty and provide additional depth and Reserve Component per
spective to the administration in our Dean's office.
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The combination of recent legal experience by our faculty, coupled with timely access
to lessons learned at TJAGLCS, facilitates an unmatched commitment to applied legal scholar
ship, addressing law in military training, stationing, and operations at home and abroad. As part
ofTJAGLCS, and in partnership with our sister services and the ABA, TJAGSA will continue
to provide exceptional educational opportunities for JAs, legal paraprofessionals, and com
manders. In this way, TJAGSA helps to promote the Rule of Law in military operations and
provide world class legal support to our military services and our nation.

CURRENT PRACTICE AND ISSUES

While JAs in the field practice law and provide counsel and advise their respective com
manders and staff, current practice and issues at the DA-level is done by military and civilian
attorneys at OTJAG or USALSA.
At OTJAG, the Administrative Law, Criminal Law, International and Operational Law,
Labor and Employment Law, and Legal Assistance Policy Divisions provide direct support to
TJAG. At USALSA, which was established as a field operating agency under TJAG on March
15, 1973, some 500 JAs, civilian attorneys, warrant officers, noncommissioned officers, and
civilian paralegals in more than twenty different offices, divisions, and activities worldwide
provide a wide range of services. Missions include representing the Army in civil matters be
fore courts and administrative bodies; directing and managing the Army Trial Judiciary and op
erating the Army Court of Criminal Appeals; and providing subject matter expertise and advice
in Contract, Fiscal, Environmental, Regulatory, and Intellectual Property Law. USALSA also
provides administrative, fiscal, and logistical support to the U.S. Army Trial Defense Service,
Defense Appellate Division (DAD) and the Government Appellate Division (GAD).

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
The mission of the Administrative Law Division of OTJAG is, for those matters that fall
within the scope of the functions assigned to the Division, to assist TJAG in carrying out his
responsibilities as the military legal adviser to the Secretary of the Army and to all officers and
agencies of Headquarters, DA and performs such other duties as may be prescribed by law.
The Administrative Law Division is composed of an executive section, comprised of a
Chief and a Deputy Chief, and four branches. The four branches and a brief description of their
principal (but non-exclusive) functions are described below.
GENERAL LAW BRANCH

The General Law Branch is typically comprised of a lieutenant colonel chief, four JA
major action attorneys, one civilian action attorney, and a civilian paralegal. The Branch's
functions are to:
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Prepare legal opinions and furnish advice on general questions of law and policy per
taining to: the organization, powers, functions, and employment of the Army; the powers and
duties of the Secretary of the Army and the delegation thereof; the interpretation and applica
tion oflaws and regulations relating to the Army and its members generally; Army force struc
ture issues and stationing actions; pay and allowances; transportation and travel; defense and
disaster plans; military aid to civil authority; non-appropriated funds; religion in the Army; po
litical activities; use of Government property; conference policy compliance; military installa
tions and legal aspects of command; leaves and passes; coins, awards, and decorations; Base
Closure and Realignment (BRAC); and various issues regarding the USAR, the National Guard
and the National Guard of the United States as components of the Army (except personnel relat
ed actions);
Act as a proponent of Army Regulation (AR) 15-6, Procedure for Investigating Officers
and Boards ofOfficers, including drafting, revising, and updating it as necessary;
Review for legal sufficiency drafts of proposed Army regulations and other proposed
Army policy publications with legal issues relating to the foregoing matters;
Review and prepare comments on or concurrences with proposed regulations and direc
tives of the other military departments and DOD pertaining to areas within the Branch's respon
sibility; and
Review Article 138 complaints and prepare memoranda ofreview and final action for
action by the Assistant Judge Advocate General (Military Law and Operations) (AJAG
(ML&O)) on behalf of the Secretary of the Army. Acts as proponent for Chapter 19, Com
plaints under Article 138, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), AR 27010, Military Jus
tice.
During the last year, the General Law Branch provided more than 1,000 legal opinions
to the JAGC leadership, the Army Staff, and subordinate commands. These included opinions
on such varied topics as the Army's policy on religious accommodation, the Army's policy on
tattoos and grooming, award of the Purple Heart to Fort Hood victims, and screening of person
nel in positions of trust. The General Law Branch reviewed revisions to over seventy Army
regulations and provided legal advice regarding numerous high profile administrative investiga
tions.
MILITARY PERSONNEL LAW BRANCH

The Military Personnel Law Branch is comprised of a lieutenant colonel chief, five ac
tive-duty JA majors, one Active Guard Reserve JA major, two Drilling Individual Mobilization
Augmentee (DIMA) JA majors, one civilian attorney, and one civilian paralegal. In general,
the Branch's functions are to:
Prepare legal opinions and furnish advice to the Army staff on all matters of military
personnel law and policy, including but not limited to issues related to appointments, enlist
ments, reenlistments, promotions, administrative reductions, administrative separations, retire
ments and status (including federal recognition); force drawdown boards and policy; discipline
and administration of military personnel in both the regular and reserve components; and U.S.
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Military Academy and Reserve Officers' Training Corps personnel matters. Related policy are
as include transgender service; senior leader accountability; women in combat; extension of
benefits to same-sex domestic partners of military members subsequent to the repeal of the Ho
mosexual Conduct Policy; and credentialing of health care providers. The branch also assists
TJAG in preparing recommendations on adverse administrative actions proposed to the Vice
Chief of Staff resulting from DAIG investigations of senior Army officials under the provisions
of AR 20-1.
During the last year, the Military Personnel Law Branch provided over 1,500 legal opin
ions to the JAGC leadership, the Army Staff, and subordinate commands. These included opin
ions on almost every aspect of military personnel policy, ranging from force drawdown to Ar
my trans gender policy. For the fifth consecutive year, the Military Personnel Law branch expe
rienced an increase in actions, primarily as a result of Army Selective Early Retirement Boards,
Officer Separation Boards, and other force shaping mechanisms.
ETHICS, LEGISLATION, AND GOVERNMENT INFORMATION PRACTICES BRANCH

The Ethics, Legislation, and Government Information Practices (ELGIP) Branch is com
prised of a civilian chief attorney, three civilian action attorneys, one military action attorney
(major), and one civilian paralegal. In general, the Branch's functions are:

Ethics. Administers the ethics program of Headquarters, DA, which includes
providing ethics advice to Army Staff officials, conducting ethics training, providing post
Government employment briefings and advice, and overseeing the filing and certification of
public and confidential financial disclosure reports (OGE Forms 278 and 450).
Provides guidance and technical oversight to Army attorneys worldwide under the pur
view ofTJAG concerning ethics issues.

Legislation. Prepares draft bills with sectional analysis for Army legislative pro
posals; develops the Army's position on legislation pending before Congress or proposed by
other departments of the Government; and prepares drafts of executive orders and proclama
tions and comments on those prepared by other agencies of the Government;
Investigates private relief legislation, prepares reports to Congress establishing the
Army's position on private relief, and coordinates the Army's position within DOD and with
other Federal agencies and recommends approval or veto by the President;
Prepares or examines for legal sufficiency drafts of proposed Army regulations and oth
er proposed Army publications with legal issues relating to the foregoing matters. Reviews and
prepares comments on or concurrences in proposed regulations and directives of the other mili
tary departments and DOD in these areas;
Serves as Congressional Affairs Contact Office for OTJAG.

Government Information Practices. Prepares legal opinions and furnishes advice
on general questions oflaw and policy pertaining to the Freedom of Information Act, Privacy
Act, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, and information management.
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Represents TJAG as a voting member on the Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQDA)
Privacy Act Review Board. The Board acts on behalf of the Secretary of the Army to decide
appeals of an Army agency's refusal to grant a request by an individual to amend his Privacy
Act record.

Article 138 Complaints. Reviews Article 138 complaints and prepares memoranda
ofreview and final action for action by the Assistant Judge Advocate General (Military Law
and Operations) (AJAG (ML&O)) on behalf of the Secretary of the Army. Acts as proponent
for Chapter 19, Complaints under Article 138, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), AR
27 0 10, Military Justice.
INVESTIGATIONS BRANCH

The Investigations Branch is typically comprised of a lieutenant colonel chief, two mili
tary action attorneys (majors), and one civilian action attorney.
In general, the Branch's functions are to assist the DA Inspector General (DAIG) Inves
tigations Division during all phases of the investigative process involving senior Army officials
as provided for in AR 20-1, Inspector General. A ctiv ities and Procedures.
From June 2014 thru May 2015, Investigations Branch reviewed one Secretary of the
Army directed special investigation, 52 reports of investigation, 97 preliminary inquiries, 65
monitor I dismissal actions, and drafted over 377 inquiry plans and witness interrogatories.
This is an increase in Senior Official investigations completed compared with the previous year.
There has been a sharp increase on the number of reprisal complaints filed throughout
the Army. The FY 14 National Defense Authorization Act amendments to 10 USC§ 1034 have
expanded the time limit to file a complaint from 60 days to one year and greatly expanded the
definition of what is considered a protected communication.

CRIMINAL LAW
The OTJAG, Criminal Law Division (CLD) has two
primary missions. First, the CLD advises TJAG on military
justice programs, policy, legislation, opinions, high profile
criminal cases, and related criminal law actions. Specific
responsibilities include: promulgating military justice regulations; reviewing other Army Regu
lations for legal sufficiency; providing legal opinions to the Army staff related to military jus
tice matters; producing and updating military justice publications; conducting statistical analy
sis and evaluation of trends that affect military justice within the Army; providing legal advice
on military corrections issues, the Army drug testing program, sexual assault and victim assis
tance policies, and federal prosecutions; representing the Army on the Joint Service Committee
(JSC) on Military Justice; responding to congressional and public inquiries; responding to re
quests under the Freedom of Information Act; and conducting reviews of court-martial cases
under Article 69 of the UCMJ to ascertain legal sufficiency and sentence appropriateness and to
identify issues that may require corrective action by TJAG.
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Second, the CLD provides comprehensive policy guidance and resources to military jus
tice practitioners in the field, which includes a special emphasis on training (including training
related to sexual assault litigation) and programs designed to guarantee long term military jus
tice proficiency across all levels of the Army. The CLD facilitates the active integration and
synchronization of training by coordinating quarterly training and budget meetings with JAGC
key training arms: Trial and Defense Counsel Assistance Programs (TCAP and DCAP) and
TJAGLCS. The CLD manages software initiatives for JAGC-wide application and facilitates
active information flow to and from the field using web-based media.
BOARDS AND PANELS

On January 2, 2013, the Secretary of Defense created the Response Systems to Adult
Sexual Assault Crimes Panel (RSP) to conduct an independent review and assessment of the
systems used to investigate, prosecute, and adjudicate crimes involving adult sexual assault and
related offenses under Article 120, UCMJ, for the purpose of developing recommendations re
garding how to improve the effectiveness of such systems. The RSP consisted of nine panel
members: five appointed by the Secretary of Defense and four appointed by Congress. There
were three subcommittees: Comparative Systems Subcommittee, Role of the Commander Sub
committee, and Victim Services Committee. The RSP completed its report on June 27, 2014
(available at http://responsesystemspanel.whs.mil/).
The Role of the Commander Subcommittee of the RSP was tasked to examine the roles
and effectiveness of commanders at all levels in the administration of military justice. Addi
tionally, the RSP was tasked to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the current and proposed
legislative initiatives to modify the role of the commander. In May 2014, the Role of the Com
mander Subcommittee published its report containing thirty-one recommendations and findings.
The subcommittee recognized the importance of the role of the commander in military justice
and recommended: against further modification of command authori
ty under the UCMJ; against Congress adopting reforms proposed in
either the Sexual Assault Training Oversight and Prevention Act
(STOP Act) or the Military Justice Improvement Act (MJIA); and for
the addition of further training and policy addressing prevention and
accountability concerning sexual assault.
The Victim Services Subcommittee of the RSP was tasked to
assess the adequacy of victim services in the military and compare
them with civilian support services. In addition, the FY14 NDAA required the subcommittee to
assess whether granting legal standing to Special Victim Counsel and their clients was feasible
during trials by courts-martial. In May 2014, the Victim Services Subcommittee released its
report. The subcommittee found a high level of expansive victim services throughout the mili
tary and recommended: a uniform method of evaluation to determine the effectiveness of the
program and an evaluation of the adequacy of mental healthcare for sexual assault victims; ad
ditional policy concerning the Special Victim Counsel Program to ensure continued success;
and additional measures to ensure optimal protection and care for sexual assault victims. The
Victim Services Subcommittee report is Annex C to the RSP report.
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The Comparative Systems Subcommittee of the RSP was tasked with comparing civil
ian and military justice systems used to "investigate, prosecute, and adjudicate crimes involving
adult sexual assault, and related offenses." In early May 2014, the Comparative Systems Sub
committee released its report. The report contained fifty-eight recommendations from small
realignments of current processes to significant changes. The subcommittee recommended the
collection of crime victimization data; training and collaboration with civilian experts and other
Service branches; standardization of terms, reporting, and investigative processes; and granting
military judges authority more similar to that of civilian judges. The Comparative Systems
Subcommittee report is Annex A to the RSP report.

In June 2014 the Secretary of Defense, as required by Section 576(a)(l) ofFY13 Na
tional Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), established the Judicial Proceedings Panel (JPP). A
follow on to the RSP, the JPP is tasked with conducting an independent review and assessment
ofjudicial proceedings conducted under the UCMJ involving sexual assault and related offens
es since amendments made to the UCMJ in accordance with the FY12 NDAA. The Secretary
of Defense appointed five members to the JPP and the Panel held its first meeting in August
2014. The JPP submitted its first report on February 4, 2015 (available at http://jpp.whs.mil/)
and will continue to submit reports annually until 2017.
The JPP made eleven recommendations in its first report focusing on SVC, Victims
Rights, Manual for Courts-Martial (MCM), and Mental Health Records. In the report the JPP
referred seventeen issues concerning the 2012 version of Article 120, UCMJ to an eleven mem
ber subcommittee for analysis and recommendation. The JPP Article 120, UCMJ, Subcommit
tee held its first meeting on April 8, 2015.
On October 18, 2013, the Secretary of Defense created the Military Justice Review
Group (MJRG). The MJRG was tasked with conducting a comprehensive review of military
justice and the MCM, which includes the UCMJ, the Rules for Courts-Martial (RCM), and the
Military Rules of Evidence (MRE). The MJRG is made up of civilian leadership including:
the chair, senior advisors, a Department of Justice advisor, a sexual assault/victim's rights advi
sor, and staff director; as well as, uniformed service representatives from each branch of the
Armed Forces including the Coast Guard. There are four teams intended to study: (1) punitive
articles; (2) structure; (3) RCM and MRE; and (4) special projects. The MJRG has been tasked
with providing two reports: (1) a legislative proposal report on the UCMJ, which was submitted
to the Department of Defense General Counsel on March 25, 2015, and (2) a report on the
MCM, due by September, 21, 2015.

In the March 25, 2015 report the MJRG recommended thirteen new UCMJ articles and
fifty-three substantive amendments to current articles. The report included analyses of every
UCMJ article and comparisons to rules and procedures in the federal justice system. The sec
ond report due in September will propose amendments to the MRE and RCM that will imple
ment the statutory changes recommended in the first report.
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COURT-MARTIAL STATISTICS

During FYI 4, there were 665 trials by general court-martial and 314 trials by special court

FY09

FYIO

FYll

FY12

FY13

FY14

General Court-Martial (CM)

631

620

617

725

714

665

Special CM

523

454

464

465

376

314

Summary CM

1,040

*743

632

473

380

456

Total CMs

2,194

1,817

1,713

1,663

1,470

1,435

2.11

1.90

1.90

2.16

2.05

1.92

*39,756

36,624

36,942

34,772

42,407

31 ,689

NJP Rate Per 1000 Soldiers

72.68

64.70

64.91

63.21

79.94

62.14

Anny Active Duty Strength

547,000

566,045

569,139

550,064

530,506

510,002

CM Rate Per 1000 Soldiers
(Not SCM)
Nonjudicial Punishment
(NJP)

martial. In addition, there were 456 trials by summary court-martial. The number of non
judicial punishments completed during FY14 was 31,689.
* Corrected data
REVISIONS TO MILITARY CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCE- ,..,.,.,.._
DURE

On December 26, 2014, President Obama signed
into law the FY15 NDAA containing seventeen provi
sions concerning military justice. Contained within those
provisions are additional victims' rights including the
right be heard through counsel, the right to petition the
Court of Criminal Appeals for a writ of mandamus to re
quire the court-martial to comply with MREs 412 and
513, and notification and consultation requirements. The
provisions also included technical revisions and clarifica
tions to provisions from the FY14 NDAA; specifically
the revisions amend the restrictions on the discretion of
the convening authority to take post-trial action under
Article 60 for those cases which contained convictions
for both pre and post June 24, 2014 offenses, and made
the new Article 32 effective on December 26, 2014,
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regardless of the date of the alleged offense. Additional language was added authorizing an ac
cused to waive an Article 32 preliminary hearing. On June 17, 2015, the President signed Exec
utive Order (EO) 13696 implementing provisions of the FY14 and FY15 NDAA. The EO
amended twenty-seven RCMs, fiv(}'MREs and added one new RCM. Rule for Court-Martial
405 was completely rewritten to implement new Article 32, UCMJ. In addition to the EO
signed on June 17, 2014, the Joint Service Committee (JSC) on Military Justice submitted a
second comprehensive draft EO to the Department of Defense for approval by the President.
The draft EO contain elements, explanations, lesser included offenses, and sample specifica
tions for Articles 120, !20b and 120c; amendments to Articles 47, 48, 54, and 79; amendments
to Rules for Court-Martial 307, 907, 916, 920, 1005, 1104, 1105, 1107, and 1307; amendments
to Appendix 12; and newly proposed rule RCM l 105A and Appendix 12A. As of June 2014,
the second proposed EO has yet to be approved.
The JSC, through amendments to the RCMs and MREs, and the Army and through poli
cy changes in AR 27-10, Military Justice, DA PAM 27-17, Procedural Guide for Article 32 Pre
liminary Hearing Officer and AR 600-20, Command Policy, are implementing the provisions.
The JSC is planning to reprint the MCM in early 2016 to capture: the revised MRE; new Arti
cles 120, 120b, and 120c; and all related conforming changes as well as mandated changes in
both the FY14 and FY 15 NDAA.

SEXUAL ASSAULT INITIATIVES

As a complement to the SHARP program and to enhance the professionalism and high
standards of sexual assault and domestic violence investigations and prosecutions across the
Army, the JAGC created 15 positions in FY08 for experienced Special Victim Prosecutors
(SVPs) in large jurisdictions worldwide. The primary missions of SVPs are to advise investiga
tors, prosecute allegations of sexual assault and domestic violence, train other judge advocates
in military justice, and to establish Special Victim Units that combine the resourced effort of the
Army's Criminal Investigation Division (CID) and local medical response personnel.

Now in its sixth year, the SVP program has 24 attorney positions At present, SVPs are
in place at Fort Campbell, Kentucky; Fort Carson, Colorado; Fort Benning, Georgia; Fort
Bragg, North Carolina; Fort Drum, New York; Fort Riley, Kansas; Fort Hood, Texas; Fort
Bliss, Texas; the Military District of Washington, DC; Fort Stewart, Georgia; Joint Base Lewis
McChord, Washington; Fort Polk, Louisiana; Fort Sill, Oklahoma; Fort Leonard Wood, Mis
souri; Fort Knox, Kentucky; Fort Lee, Virginia; Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska; Ha
waii; Korea; and Germany. Two SVPs are located at Fort Bragg, Fort Hood, Korea, and Ger
many.
All of the SVPs continue to provide invaluable assistance in the investigation, charging,
and prosecution of special victim cases throughout the Army. The Army's 24 SVPs are in
volved in the prosecution of every special victim case. This involvement yielded significant
improvements in the investigation, charging, and prosecution of special victim cases in recent
years. Notably, since the genesis of the SVP program, the Army has substantially increased its
prosecution and conviction rate in special victim cases - including convictions in many cases
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which local civilian prosecutors refused to investigate and/or prosecute.
The Army also continued to formalize its Special Victim Capability to further enhance
our ability to investigate and prosecute sexual assault and domestic violence cases. The Special
Victim Capability teams are made up of the SVPs, Victim Witness Liaisons (VWLs), Special
Victim Noncommissioned Officer Paralegals (SVNCOs), and Criminal Investigation Division
Sexual Victim Investigators (SVIs). These teams of specialized professionals are dedicated to
working cooperatively to ensure thorough and professional investigations and prosecutions,
while providing and immediate, compassionate, and ongoing assistance to victims.
Since June 2013, the Army has created several Sexual Assault Response Teams (SART).
Presently, SARTs exist at Joint Base Lewis-McCord, Fort Hood, Fort Riley, Fort Leonard
Wood, and Hawaii. Sexual Assault Response Teams consist of professionals from multiple
agencies involved in the prevention, reporting, investigation, and prosecution of special victim
cases. The SART model emphasizes a team approach to implementing a comprehensive, sensi
the SARTs include: (1) victim advocates; (2) medical liaisons/
representatives; (3) law enforcement officers from CID; and (4)
SVPs. The SART works to ensure justice and create a compas
sionate and streamlined response to sexual assault. Together
with the unit SHARP coordinator, the SARTs place the needs of
victims first.

Significant effort has been expended to develop a synchronized, integrated, and compre
hensive training model for military justice practitioners. This training model, consisting ofsev
eral training events that are sexual assault-focused, is actively maintained through biannual
training synchronization meetings, which include leaders from OTJAG's CLD, TJAGLCS,
TCAP, DCAP, and the Trial Judiciary. The training vehicle that constitutes this training plan
are developed and executed through the combined efforts of OTJAG's CLD, TJAGLCS, TCAP,
and DCAP.
ARMY TRIAL JUDICIARY

The 1011 courts-martial tried during FY14 reflect a slight decrease from the 1097 courts
-martial tried in FY13, however the length and complexity of cases continued to rise as did the
percentage of contested cases and jury trials. Army trial judges from Germany continued to
preside over cases in deployed environments, with four courts-martial tried in Kuwait and Af
ghanistan during this period, adding to a total of almost 1000 cases tried in a combat theater
since May 2003.
The Trial Judiciary continued its ongoing effort to keep current DA Pam 27-9, Military
Judges ' Benchbook (Benchbook), which is used by all military services. The cover-to-cover re
view of the Benchbook resulted in a variety of changes, including those addressing: false offi
cial statement after U.S. v. Passut, 73 M.J. 27 (C.A.A.F. 2014); consensual sodomy and bestial
ity; mandatory punitive discharge for certain offenses; and limitation on a general court-martial
convening authority's RCM. 1107 authority after passage of the National Defense Authoriza
tion Act for FY14.
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A constantly updated version of the Benchbook, along with links to its electronic ver
sion, court dockets and other judiciary related documents and resource materials, can be found
on the Trial Judiciary homepage at www.jagcnet.army.mil/usatj.
This year's 58th Military Judge Course graduated 48 Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air
Force and Coast Guard students (and one Israeli judge) on May I, 2015, investing the U.S. stu
dents as new military judges. The ABA's National Conference of Specialized Court Judges
recognized the Military Judge Course, a joint effort of the Army Trial Judiciary and TJAGLCS,
with its 2014 Judicial Education Award. As a notable achievement by an individual member of
our Judiciary, Colonel Tara Osborn continued to serve as the Chair of the Military Courts Com
mittee of the ABA' s National Conference of Specialized Court Judges, and was also elected
Secretary of the conference.Force and Coast Guard students (and one Israeli judge) on May I,
2015, investing the U.S. students as new military judges. The ABA's National Conference of
Specialized Court Judges recognized the Military Judge Course, a joint effort of the Army Trial
Judiciary and TJAGLCS, with its 2014 Judicial Education Award. As a notable achievement
by an individual member of our Judiciary, Colonel Tara Osborn continued to serve as the Chair
of the Military Courts Committee of the ABA's National Conference of Specialized Court
Judges, and was also elected Secretary of the conference.

U.S. ARMY TRIAL DEFENSE SERVICE
Judge advocates assigned to the U.S. Army Trial Defense Service (USATDS) defend
soldiers accused of criminal and military disciplinary offenses, including miscellaneous adverse
administrative actions. In FY15, approximately 475 active and Reserve Component (RC) judge
advocates were serving in the USATDS worldwide, including 147 on active duty; 195 assigned
to one of three Trial Defense Legal Operations Detachments (LOD) and 133 in the Army Na
tional Guard. USATDS provides high quality, professional defense services to soldiers across
the Army. USATDS counsel are stationed at 44 active duty installations worldwide and ap
proximately 100 reserve locations.

a. USATDS Training. During FY15, USATDS continued to focus on training its
personnel, to include defense paralegals. The Defense Counsel Assistance Program (DCAP)
team is comprised of a chief (Lieutenant Colonel/0-5), a deputy chief (Major/0-4), two active
duty training officers (Captain/0-3) and two civilian Senior Counsel/Trainers (SCTs). They
trained and assisted defense counsel worldwide with respect to litigating sexual assault and oth
er complex or sensitive cases.
Defense Counsel Assistance Program (DCAP) is a centralized resource for Regional
Defense Counsel and Senior Defense Counsel to utilize to improve the legal skills and
knowledge base of their defense counsel and paralegals. DCAP's main function is training. In
addition, DCAP provides timely, case-specific advice to defense counsel in response to requests
for assistance. DCAP also advises the Chief, USATDS, on the development of future U.S. Ar
my policies that impact USA TDS, and provides substantive policy analysis on issues stemming
from doctrine, regulations, executive orders, and legislation. Another function that DCAP
serves is to coordinate with Defense Appellate Division on extraordinary writs by defense coun
sel.
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As part of its mission, DCAP accomplished the following during FY15:

(!) Provided assistance to counsel in the field by telephone and email over 200 times a month.
(2) Published 17 DCAP Sends, information papers on various topics from recent CAAF deci
sions to sexual assault issues and changes in the military justice system based on the 2014 and
2015 National Defense Authorization Act.
(3) Overhauled the DCAP website to increase work products and reference materials essential
to the defense function. The DCAP website provides a database of motions, training materials,
and experts in various function areas. A sentencing database has also been created to provide
information that will allow defense counsel to better advise their client on certain key decisions.
(4) Continued to maintain and use the TDS Milsuite website as a real-time discussion board for
information sharing within all ofUSATDS.
(5) Updated and published the 5th edition of the DC I 01 deskbook and the 2d edition of the
DC 20 I Deskbook, comprehensive training guidebooks for new and experienced defense coun
sel.
(6) Conducted DC 101, a three-day training course for newly assigned defense counsel on ac
tive duty. The DC 101 course was conducted in Garmisch, Germany; Fort Belvoir, Virginia;
Fort Bragg, North Carolina; Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Washington; Fort Leavenworth, Ko
rea; and, Fort Hood, Texas.
(7) Conducted DC 201, a three-day training course for all defense counsel and paralegals on
advanced substantive topics and trial advocacy, with an emphasis on sexual assault issues. The
DC 201 course was conducted in Garmisch, Germany; Fort Bragg, North Carolina; Joint Base
Lewis-McChord, Washington; Fort Hood, Texas; and Yongsan, Korea.

(8) Conducted Sexual Assault Leadership Training, a three-day training course for regional de
fense counsel, senior defense counsel, and their paralegals from the active, reserve, and guard
component, with an emphasis on sexual assault issues.
(9) Conducted multiple joint training events with the Trial
Counsel Assistance Program to increase trial and defense
counsel's advocacy skills, including a two-week Sexual As
sault Trial Advocacy Course (SATAC), an Expert Symposi
um; and four Advanced Trial and Advocacy Communica
tions courses.

Military
Judges'

Benchbook

(10) Reviewed and offered input regarding recent proposed
changes to the Military Judges Benchbook.

UUCLASSIFIED
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b. USA TDS Operations.

The Trial Defense Service detailed one or more counsel to every Army special and gen
eral courts-martial referred in FY15, defending soldiers facing the entire range of charges under
the UCMJ. In addition, USATDS counsel assisted soldiers facing other military justice related
adverse administrative actions. The Trial Defense Service also provided defense services to Ar
my personnel deployed to the United States Central Command (CENTCOM) Area of Responsi
bility (AOR). USA TDS has two field offices in the AOR: one at Camp Arifjan, Kuwait and one
in Afghanistan at Bagram Airfield. In addition, USATDS supported Operation United Assis
tance with the deployment of one defense counsel to Liberia.

CRIMINAL APPELLATE LITIGATION

DEFENSE APPELLATE DIVISION

The DAD provides appellate representation to eligible soldiers and other individuals be
fore the Army Court of Criminal Appeals (ACCA), the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces
(CAAF), and the Supreme Court of the United States. Eligible soldiers include those convicted
at courts-martial where the approved sentence consists of a punitive discharge or confinement
for one year or more. DAD attorneys also assist military and civilian defense counsel in the
preparation and filing of extraordinary writs before the aforementioned courts.
The DAD currently represents soldiers in approximately 580 cases. These cases are
moving through the various stages of the appellate process either recently received at DAD,
pending action by ACCA or CAAF, or awaiting final action and discharge from the Army. Ap
proximately 235 cases are pending filing with ACCA.
Last year, DAD filed 537 briefs with the ACCA. The DAD also filed 449 briefs with
the CAAF. Various assignments of error were raised in approximately 45% of these cases.
Counsel also argued thirty-eight cases (eighteen at the ACCA and twenty at the CAAF).
Three of the significant cases from this last year include:

United States v. Akbar, CAAF Dkt. No. 13-7001/AR, ARMY 20050514. In this case, one
of two Army capital cases currently on direct appeal, the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forc
es heard argument on November 18, 2014. The argument focused on whether trial defense
counsel were ineffective in presenting mitigation for Sergeant Hasan Akbar; whether the Amer
ican Bar Association Guidelines for the Appointment and Performance in Death Penalty Cases
apply in military justice capital cases; .and whether the military judge erred in seating a biased
panel. An opinion in the case is expected by August 2015.
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United States v. Hennis, ARMYDkt. No. 20100304. In the other Army capital case cur
rently on appeal, Master Sergeant Timothy Hennis was convicted and sentenced to death for the
three murders he allegedly committed in 1985. The case was originally tried by the State of
North Carolina. In those state proceedings, Master Sergeant Hennis was originally convicted
by the state in 1986 and sentenced to death. In 1987, the North Carolina Supreme Court over
turned the conviction, and Master Sergeant Hennis was retried and acquitted in 1989. In 2010,
the Army prosecuted Master Sergeant Hennis for the same murders, despite the prior state ac
quittal and the fact that Master Sergeant had retired from the Army in 2004. A brief to the Ar
my Court of Criminal Appeals was filed in January, 2015, containing forty-three assignments of
error, including challenges to the Army's jurisdiction to try Master Sergeant Hennis because of
double jeopardy and his retired status.

United States v. Manning, ARMYDkt. No. 20130739. In a case involving the alleged re
lease of information to Julian Assange of Wiki-Leaks, Private First Class Chelsea Manning was
convicted of a variety of offenses, including unlawfully releasing information relating to the
National Defense that Private First Class Manning knew could be used to the injury of the Unit
ed States or the advantage of a foreign nation. As a result of her conviction, Private First Class
Manning was sentenced to thirty-five years in prison and a dishonorable discharge. DAD has
been working with Private First Class Manning's civilian counsel throughout the past year and
a brief on behalf of Private First Class Manning will be filed before the ACCA before the con
clusion of the calendar year.
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GOVERNMENT APPELLATE DIVISION

The GAD represents the United States before ACCA, CAAF, and the U.S. Supreme
Court in appeals by soldiers convicted at courts-martial with an adjudged sentence of either a
punitive discharge or confinement for one year or more. GAD also oversees the Trial Counsel
Assistance Program (TCAP) and defends the United States on extraordinary writs before mili
tary courts and in habeas corpus writs before federal courts (with the Department of Justice).
a. Government Appellate Division. The GAD has an inventory of 195 cases on 30
June 2015. Between July 1, 2014 and June 30, 2015, GAD filed 405 briefs at ACCA and 25
briefs at CAAF. GAD argued 21 cases before ACCA and 15 cases before CAAF.
Of significance, on April 27, 2015, CAAF decided that case of United States v. Adams.
In A dams, CAAF reversed ACCA's decision and the appellant's conviction for larceny after
excluding appellant's conviction for lack of corroboration. Even though many of the facts in
appellant's confession were corroborated, CAAF held that the confession can only be consid
ered when sufficient corroborating evidence of each essential fact is provided, and that only
those essential facts that are corroborated may be used as evidence. Then CAAF stressed that
this analysis must be separately conduced for each essential fact.
Additionally, on May 8, 2015, ACCA decided the case of United States v. Barnes re
garding MRE 413 instructions. ACCA considered whether the military judge abused his discre
tion by giving a MRE 413 merits instruction to the panel because no evidence had been admit
ted by the military judge for 413 purposes. ACCA held that, although the military judge failed
to conduct the appropriate balancing test, he properly allowed trial counsel to argue propensity
based upon the charged misconduct. The propensity evidence was relevant and admissible in
this case and the probative value was not substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prej
udice. The error in the form of the instruction was found to not be improper because it inured
to the benefit of the appellant and was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.
b. Trial Counsel Assistance Program. The TCAP continued its mission to provide
assistance, resources, and support for the prosecution function throughout the Army and to
serve as a source of resolution of problems encountered by trial counsel. TCAP is the primary
source for professional continuing legal education (CLE) and training for all Army prosecutors
worldwide. As part of the U.S. Army's Special Victim Capability, TCAP also provides over
sight, assistance, and program management for the service's 23 Special Victim Prosecutors and
Special Victim Paralegals worldwide.
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Our team of seven active duty officers and three civilian attorneys provided four basic
categories of services: targeted and responsive assistance and advice by telephone, email, and
internet; regional and topical advocacy training courses and specialized training events; dissem
ination of information and resources such as templates, guides, and newsletters; and direct on
site trial assistance.
A strategic asset for prosecutors, TCAP routinely provided on-site case assistance and
training to trial counsel. When SJA offices need expert assistance with complex cases, such as
those involving potential capital punishment or news media interest, TCAP directly supports
the prosecution by providing trial attorneys and highly qualified experts. TCAP also serves as
the liaison between chiefs of military justice and GAD concerning potential Government ap
peals pursuant to Article 62, UCMJ.
In providing these services, TCAP accomplished the following:

(1) Responded to an average of more than 50 telephonic and e-mail requests for assis
tance per month. Published multiple TCAP Express articles, reporting timely topics such as:
charging sexual assault cases, charging electronic larceny cases, working with Special Victim
Counsel; and prosecuting child erotica.
(2) Conducted three regional training conferences in Seoul, Korea and Garmisch, Ger
many. The instructors included TCAP personnel and prominent civilian experts. These five
day training events included instruction concerning the prosecution of special victim cases (i.e.,
sexual assault cases, domestic violence, child pornography, and the sexual and physical abuse
of children). They also delivered instruction concerning new developments in criminal law,
advocacy techniques, sentencing cases, impact of diminished responsibility, and roundtable dis
cussions among participants.
(3) Conducted five iterations of the "New Prosecutor Course" geared specifically to
prosecutors with less than six months of experience. This course provided a practical orienta
tion to all new trial counsel, serving as an introduction to the basics of charging cases, investi
gating crimes, working with law enforcement, and advising their commanders on all matters
related to military justice.
(4) Conducted five iterations ofa three-day specialized course on the prosecution of sex
ual violence titled Essential Skills for the Prosecution of Sexual Assault (ES SAP). Focused on
prosecuting sexual assault crimes and crimes against special victims (i.e., women and children),
the training was modeled after sexual assault institutes throughout the country. The ESSAP is
an Army-led training event, designed to provide trial counsel of all experience levels with an
offender-focused approach to prosedhing sexual assault cases. These courses covered the fol
lowing topics: developing offender-focused themes/theories by understanding the offender's
pathology; non-intuitive responses by rape victims; using experts to explain victim behavior;
health, medical, and forensic issues observed in sexual assault cases including how to under
stand and effectively present medical evidence; and presenting an effective sentencing case.
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(5) Conducted a two-week joint Sexual Assault Trial Advocacy Conference at The Na
tional Advocacy Center in Columbia, South Carolina, focusing on in-depth instruction of ad
vanced trial procedures and practices in the pursuit of successful litigation of sexual assault
crimes. This course is an annual capstone training event for trial and defense counsel focusing
on the fundamentals of trial advocacy in the context oflitigating special victim cases. The
course includes lectures, break-outs, and numerous advocacy exercises, culminating in a full
day trial for each participant. The course is a follow-on to TJAGLCS' one-week long Interme
diate Trial Advocacy Course.
(6) Conducted an Effective Strategies for Members Cases (ESMC) Course at Fort
McNair, Washington, DC. This course focused on the key differences between a judge alone
and a members' case, specifically voir dire, mechanics, and panel-centric advocacy. Presenters
included TCAP personnel, Highly Qualified Experts, experienced Army litigators, and a retired
military judge.
(7) Conducted two "Forensics for Prosecutors" courses at the Army Criminal Investiga
tion Laboratory, in Fort Gillem, Georgia. This course introduced students to evidence collec
tion and laboratory analysis, including: the examination of DNA evidence; the examination of
trace evidence such as fibers; serology; the examination of digital evidence; testing for drugs
such as date rape drugs; and a review and use of the criminal records database. Laboratory ex
perts actively involved in processing evidence conducted classes on each of their areas of ex
pertise and demonstrated how examinations are conducted. Instruction also included firearms
and ballistics evidence analysis, and an expanded block on discovery issues and ethical obliga
tions of government counsel.
(8) Conducted a three-day Expert Symposium in San Antonio, Texas. The Expert Sym
posium introduced participants to the scientific disciplines they are likely to encounter while
litigating criminal cases. Classes were taught by some of the leading experts in their fields.
The experts included: a forensic pathologist; a forensic psychologist; a forensic psychiatrist; a
sexual assault forensic/nurse examiner; a forensic toxicologist; a forensic child interviewer; a
forensic computer examiner; a fingerprint examiner; a trace evidence examiner; and a DNA and
serology examiner.
(9) Conducted a three-day course on complex litigation at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. The
Complex Litigation course focused on the very difficult aspects and challenges oflitigating
high profile cases, such as voir dire, discovery, use of expert testimony, and sentencing. Taught
by TCAP personnel, HQEs, and experts from the field, the course provides relevant and timely
training for advanced litigation.
(10) Conducted two Special Victim Prosecutor Conferences. Twice per year, TCAP
brings all SVPs assigned throughout the world to one location to discuss trends and issues in the
investigation and disposition of special victim cases. The conferences were three-day events in
which TCAP personnel, military and civilian HQ Es provided relevant and timely military jus
tice training, both substantive and trial advocacy, to the attendees.
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(11) Conducted a Special Victim Noncommissioned Officer (SYN) Course at Fort Bel
voir, Virginia, introducing the newly appointed SVNs to their duties and responsibilities, as
well as providing substantive instruction. This instruction was designed to train paralegals who
work in military justice and assist trial counsel with preparing cases for courts-martial. It was a
four-day course that focused on case organization skills using advanced programs like Case
Map, Sanction, Adobe Pro, and Microsoft Office Excel. This course provided SVNs with the
ability to recognize how various forms of evidence fit into a case and how to organize them ef
fectively in electronic format for trial preparation and/or presentation.
(12) Sponsored attendees at two courses on the prosecution of Sexual Exploitation of
Children at the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, Alexandria, Virginia. Pro
tecting Children Online for Prosecutors is a four-and-one-half-day seminar to familiarize prose
cutors with computer-facilitated crimes committed against children and the ever-evolving legal
and technical issues surrounding those investigations.
(15) Provided direct assistance in more than twenty general courts-martial cases involv
ing charges ranging from premeditated murder to rape and child sexual assault.

CIVIL LITIGATION

OVERVIEW OF CIVIL LITIGATION

The U.S. Army Litigation Division provides representation to the Army and Army offi
cials in four areas of civil litigation: Military Personnel Law, General Litigation, Civilian Per
'sonnel Law, and Tort Litigation. The Army has approximately 862 active civil cases. During
the first six months of2015, Litigation Division received 180 new cases and successfully closed
219 cases. We continue to see a large number of cases challenging military personnel deci
sions, official decisions by government officials via Bivens suits, and government information
practices. The nature of our practice continues to be highly complex as we face due process,
First Amendment, and equal protection litigation; frequent filings for information under govern
ment information practices statutes; challenges to the Feres doctrine; and complicated jury trials
in employment discrimination law. We have also seen rapid growth in requests for official in
formation and government witnesses in third-party litigation (Touhy requests).

MILITARY PERSONNEL LITIGATION

The Military Personnel Litigation Branch defends the Army and its officials in federal
and state courts against challenges to critical and often complex military personnel policies and
decisions.
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The branch defends federal court challenges to Department of the Anny policies, includ
ing its uniform and grooming standards. In Singh v. McHugh and Grover v. Carler, Plaintiffs
were members of the Sikh faith, maintaining unshorn hair and a beard, and wearing a turban, all
of which obviously conflict with the Anny's uniform and grooming standard. When Mr. Singh
and Mr. Grover requested exceptions to the grooming policy, the Anny denied them finding
that granting an exception would undermine the Anny's compelling interests, and that no lesser
means than complete denial of the requests was available to further those interests. Following
those denials, Plaintiffs brought suit under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. §
2000bb, et seq., in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia. In Singh, the Court
ruled that although it must defer to military officials in identifying its important government
interests, ultimately RFRA required that Mr. Singh must be permitted to enroll in the Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC) program he wished to join in order to allow him to compete for
an ROTC contract. Mr. Grover, however, is seeking to enlist in the regular Army. The United
States must answer his complaint by August 14, 2015.
The branch also defends decisions rendered by the Anny's Board for Correction of Mili
tary Records (ABCMR). In Downey v. US. Dep 't. ofthe Army, et. al., filed in the U.S. Dis
trict Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, Plaintiff was an active duty officer who chal
lenged the ABCMR's decision not to remove an adverse personnel record from his file under
the Administrative Procedures Act. In addition, Plaintiff alleged that the practices and proce
dures of the ABCMR, as well as the process that led to insertion of an adverse personal record
into his file, violated his right to due process under the Constitution. Finding that the
ABCMR's decision was supported by substantial evidence because the ABCMR made a ration
al connection between the evidence and its conclusions, the Court granted the United States'
motions to dismiss and for summary judgment. The Court also dismissed Plaintiffs due pro
cess claims because he failed to allege an actual deprivation of a protected liberty or property
interest, and because the claims were otherwise implausible.
The branch is also defending a federal habeas challenge by a conscientious objector in
the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia. In Weilbacherv. John McHugh, filed on 29
April 2015, Petitioner, SPC Weilbacher, is an active duty Soldier who alleges that, after joining
the Anny, he became a conscientious objector opposed to participation in war in any form, and
therefore he must be discharged. Petitioner also alleged that his beliefs as a conscientious ob
jector entitled him to relief under the Religious Freedom and Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. §
2000bb, et seq., and that he was entitled to mandamus relief in the form of a court order man
dating his discharge from the Anny. Upon Petitioner's filing, the Court issued a Show Cause
Order. On June 17, 2015, the United States responded, indicating that the only proper avenue
of relief was adjudication of the petition for a writ ofhabeas corpus, and that the writ should not
issue because Petitioner brought the action against the Secretary of the Anny rather than the
proper Respondent, his immediate commander. The court's decision is pending.
GENERAL LITIGATION

The General Litigation Branch is responsible for handling the Army's civil litigation matters in
federal court, to include contract disputes, bankruptcy claims and varied cases
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involving constitutional and property matters. The branch is also responsible for litigating Ran
dolph Sheppard Act, Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and Privacy Act suits. In addition,
the branch coordinates third party requests for official Army information, known as Touhy re
quests, in the form of documents and witness testimony for use in private litigation not involv
ing the United States.
General Litigation continues to defend several Contract Disputes Act cases in the Court
of Federal Claims. Plaintiffs in these cases include Kellogg, Brown & Root Services, Inc.
(KBR), Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc., and CSX Transportation, Inc., among others. The com
plex nature of these cases requires the General Litigation Branch to carefully balance its respon
sibility to zealously defend the Army's interests, yet ensure minimal disruption to the force.
Along with defending the Army's interests as a named party, the General Litigation
Branch is responsible for responding to numerous requests for official information in support of
third-party private litigation (Touhy requests). Over the last eight years, the number of these
requests has more than tripled. Many of the requests involve distinct categories of third party
tort litigation suits alleging contractor negligence (e.g. burn pit operations, contaminated water,
electrocutions caused by faulty ground wiring, injuries related to sodium dichromate exposure,
interpreter/interrogator operations, and helicopter and other air crash cases).
The Army's involvement in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars and recent changes in high
level policy matters has generated a significant increase in Freedom of Information Act litiga
tion. Some private litigants have attempted to use FOIA requests to supplement discovery
against the United States, while other litigants have used FOIA requests to gather information
about specific combat operations and the Army's decision-making process. With the increased
volume of requests, FOIA officers remain ill equipped to respond within statutory timelines,
often leading to litigation. General Litigation assists Army agencies in complying with FOIA's
statutory requirements and litigating FOIA lawsuits aggressively.

Civilian Personnel Litigation
The Civilian Personnel Litigation Branch is responsible for defending all employment
related lawsuits filed against the Army and its leaders by present and former civilian employees
and applicants for employment. The number of cases defended by the Civilian Personnel
Branch has risen sharply over the past several years. The Civilian Personnel Branch saw a 48%
increase in new cases received in 2014 over the number received just a few years prior in 2011.
The administrative furlough of Army employees carried out in response to sequestration
has produced litigation unique to the Army's employment law practice. Two of the cases in
volve appeals to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit challenging the application of
the furlough to Army Working Capital Fund (WCF) employees: NFFE Local 2109 v.
Watervliet Arsenal (WVA) and NFFE Local 1441 v. Letterkenny Army Depot. The union ar
gues in both cases that WCFs were not faced with funding shortfalls, and actually lost funds due
to the furlough; therefore, the DOD did not achieve its stated purpose of cost savings. The
branch has briefed both cases and the Federal Circuit will hear oral argument in July 2015.
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The claims in Army employment law practice can be as novel as they are varied. In Pa
dilla-Ruiz v. United States et al. a contractor working at the ROTC detachment at Inter
American University, his spouse, and their conjugal partnership brought suit in Puerto Rico dis
trict court alleging Constitutional, Civil Rights, Uniformed Services Employment Reemploy
ment Rights Act (USERRA), Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, HIP AA and Privacy Act
claims. Contractors working for ROTC were required to be members of the Reserves, National
Guard, or retired from military service, and Padilla claimed that he was terminated due to his
Army Reserve obligations. The district court granted the civilian personnel branch's pre-answer
motion to dismiss all claims for lack of subject matter jurisdiction and failure to state a claim.
Padilla appealed, and following briefing and oral argument by the branch, the dismissal was
affirmed.
Security clearance issues, as well as other security-related concerns, are ever-present in
Army employment law cases. In Quadri v. McHugh, the plaintiff filed suit challenging his re
moval from his position as an Information Technology Specialist at Red River Army Depot due
to the revocation of his security clearance. The branch drafted a successful pre-answer motion
to dismiss, arguing that the plaintiffs claims were barred as non-justiciable under the Supreme
Court's decision in Department ofthe Navy v. Egan. Since its last report, the branch was also
successful in obtaining summary judgment in Fairbanks v. McHugh, a case in which a civilian
security guard charged with guarding chemical weapons at Pueblo Army Depot claimed her
suspension from the Army's Chemical Personnel Responsibility Program was retaliation for her
complaint of sexual harassment. This branch successfully argued that the claims were not only
barred by Egan and its progeny, but also by the national security exception to Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.
TORT LITIGATION

The Army's tort caseload remained steady in 2015 at 234 active cases at the end of the
calendar year. These cases involve the full tort spectrum, including medical malpractice, per
sonal injury, premises liability, constitutional torts, and cases in admiralty. The Army also has
an active affirmative litigation case load, primarily involving collections under the Federal
Medical Care Recovery Act.
Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) cases of interest include Manning v. McHugh, et al.,
brought in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia. The 163 Plaintiffs are a mixture
of victims who were wounded in the November 2009 Fort Hood shooting incident, the estates
of several of those who were killed, and various family members of those wounded or killed.
The Plaintiffs allege several bases for relief under the FTCA and the U.S. Constitution. The
military Plaintiffs also allege under the Administrative Procedures Act (AP A) that they are enti
tled to the Purple Heart and other compensation for the injuries they sustained. On 30 January
2014, the Court granted the Government's motion to stay, and ordered periodic updates on the
progress of the court martial. The Government made two subsequent updates to the court in
2014 but by· the end of2014, the convening authority has not yet taken initial action. In addi
tion, section 571 of the FY15 NDAA amended Chapter 57 of Title 10 to add a new section
1129a. This new section extended award of the Purple Heart to Service Members who are
killed or wounded in attacks by individuals or entities that are in communication with a foreign
terrorist organization before the attack and who were inspired or motivated to make the attack
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by the foreign terrorist organization. Section 571 further made the new section 1129a retroac
tive to September 11, 2001, and required Service Secretary review of deaths and wounding
from that date to determine if award of the Purple Heart is appropriate. Following review, the
Ami.y awarded the Purple Heart to 27 of the 33 military plaintiffs in the lawsuit. The remaining
six did not have qualifying injuries. The Plaintiffs will likely withdraw the APA claims as a re
sult, and the Government now anticipates initial action in the case after August 1, 2015
Tort Litigation Branch continued to litigate one remaining Bivens actions asserted by an
alleged sexual assault victim who contends that her Constitutional rights were violated when
senior DOD, DA, and military officials failed to create, institute, and administer adequate sexu
al assault/harassment policies and procedures. Briefing on a motion to dismiss in Doe v. United
States, et al, in the Southern District ofNewYork, was completed in December 2013. In that
case, a former West Point cadet alleges FTCA, Bivens, and Little Tucker Act violations that
stem from her alleged rape by a fellow cadet and Academy officials' alleged perpetuation of an
atmosphere at West Point that is hostile to women. By the end of2014, the court had not taken
action and the motion was still pending.
The Tort Litigation Branch also handled Toledo Blade Company et al v US, et al, a case
filed in the Northern District of Ohio in which the Toledo Blade newspaper and two of its re
porters alleged a variety of common law torts; First, Fourth and Fifth Amendment violations;
and violation of the First Amendment Privacy Protection Act (F APPA). The United States was
named as a defendant together with five Army employees, who were named in both their offi
cial and individual capacities. Plaintiffs alleged that the reporters were stopped by DA civilian
police (DACP) after they were observed taking photos of the Joint Systems Manufacturing Cen
ter in Lima, Ohio, in violation of 18 USC § 795, which prohibits photographing certain defense
installations without permission of the commander. The camera was seized, and the reporters
were then detained because they refused to provide appropriate identification. The JSMC secu
rity officer later deleted photos from the camera before returning the equipment to the paper.
After significant intra-governmental conferencing, the US Attorney's Office determined to en
gage in early settlement negotiations. On January 13, 2015, the parties agreed to settle the case
for $18,000 under the FAPPA, attorney fees included; dismissal of all tort and constitutional
claims; and a letter from the Army expressing its desire for a positive relationship with the To
ledo Blade.
Finally, the United States and the State oflowa agreed in July 2014 to settle for
$750,000 the Army's claim under the Federal Medical Care Recovery Act (FMCRA) from the
case of Griffen v State ofIowa. Following processing at DOJ, the Army and TRlCARE re
ceived payment in excess of$728,000 that went directly to the medical facilities' operational
accounts. In June 2003, while participating in an IMCOM-Europe summer camp program oper
ated by the University of Northern Iowa, Blake Jermon, the son of Army Staff Sergeant Vinnell
Griffen, was rescued from the bottom of a swimming pool in the German town of Alzenau.
Blake received treatment at Landstuhl Army Medical Center, Walter Reed Army Medical Cen
ter and various civilian facilities until his death in May 2006. The United States expended near
ly $1.7 million for Blake's care. Staff Sergeant Griffen filed suit against the State of Iowa un
der the Iowa Tort Claims Act (ITCA) and her attorney signed a representation agreement,
agreeing to assert the Army's and TRICARE's interests in the suit. Iowa finally settled with
Sergeant Griffen in March 2012 for $2.1 million, but the agreement did not include payment of
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the Army's and TRICARE's lien. Following lengthy negotiations by USARCS, and later the
U.S. Attorney's Office in the Northern District of Iowa, Iowa agreed to separately settle the
Army's FMCRA claim for $750,000.

CONTRACT AND FISCAL LAW DIVISION

The Contract and Fiscal Law Division (KLFD) is the Corps' strategic hub for contract
law and procurement fraud actions. Three contract trial teams litigate contract disputes and bid
protests on behalf of the Army before the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA)
and the Government Accountability Office (GAO). KFLD also supports DOJ in contract litiga
tion before the Court of Federal Claims (COFC) and the Court of Appeals for the Federal Cir
cuit. Additionally, KFLD includes the Army Procurement Fraud Branch (PFB). PFB is re
sponsible for development and execution of the Army's Procurement Fraud Program, which
coordinates available criminal, civil, administrative, and contractual remedies in procurement
fraud cases. PFB also develops cases for the Army Suspension and Debarment Official who,
when such action is warranted by the evidence, suspends and debars Government contractors
who commit fraud or corrupt the Army procurement process.

CONTRACT LITIGATION (ASBCA APPEALS)

With regard to contract disputes, KFLD currently has more than 248 active ASBCA ap
peals (both Government affirmative claims and con~actor claims) with a claim value of $439
million. In the appeals of Kellogg Brown & Root Services. Inc. (KBR), ASBCA Nos. 56358,
57151, 57327, 58559, 58583, the ASBCA held that KBR's claimed costs under the Logistics
Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP) III contract that relate to KBR's use of private securi
ty services were allowable. The ASBCA also held that a government affirmative claim to re
coup costs previously paid for private security services was untimely under the CDA 6-year
statute oflimitations. The Department of Justice has appealed this decision to the Federal Cir
cuit and oral arguments were held in June 2015. Another appeal arising from LOGCAP III was
Kellogg Brown & Root Services, Inc., ASBCA No. 58492, involving a sponsored subcontractor
claim. In a decision that pre-dated the Federal Circuit's decision in Sikorsky v. United States,
773 F.3 d 1315, the ASBCA dismissed this appeal as being barred by the 6-year statute 9f limi
tations. KBR has appealed that decision to the Federal Circuit.
Other wartime cases resolved by the ASBCA over the past year include Vertex Con
struction & Engineering, ASBCA No. 58988. Vertex involved a contract to disassemble and
reassemble 44 relocatable buildings in Afghanistan. The solicitation required contractors to sub
mit offers that included a current and active U.S. state certified electrician license in order to
prove that a master electrician would perform the electrical work. During performance shoddy
electrical work was noted, prompting the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID) to
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open an investigation. The CID discovered that the submitted license was fraudulent and that
the proposed master electrician had never set foot in Afghanistan. The CID also interviewed
Vertex's vice president who acknowledged that the contract required a master electrician and
admitted thatVertex never employed one. As a result, the contracting officer terminated the
contract for default. Vertex appealed to the ASBCA which granted an Army motion for sum
mary judgment on the grounds that the contract awarded to Vertex was procured through fraud,
and thus the contract was void ab initio. In Latifi Shegiwall Construction Company, ASBCA
No. 58872, the ASBCA held that it had no jurisdiction over disputes arising from Commanders'
Emergency Response Program (CERP) agreements. CERP funds are used to assist impacted
populations in contingency theaters of operation, and may not be used to provide supplies or
services to U.S. forces. Accordingly, they are not procurement contracts under the Contract
Disputes Act.
KFLD continues to receive numerous appeals arising from contingency operations in
Iraq and Afghanistan, including claims arising from reconstruction contracts and trucking con
tracts. Although claims from Iraq are increasingly vulnerable to statute oflimitations defenses,
we expect that claims from contracts awarded in Afghanistan will continue unabated for the
next several years.
Notable decisions in non-wartime contracting appeals included SWR, Inc., ASBCA No.
56708. The appeal involved a commercial items contract placed by the Army for storage of pri
vately owned vehicles for soldiers stationed in Hawaii who were deployed to war zones in Iraq
and Afghanistan. The contract was terminated for convenience, and the issue was the proper
scope of recovery ofa FAR Part 12 contract in the wake of Red River Holdings, LLC, ASBCA
No. 56316, 09-2 BCA ii 34304, rev 'd, Red River Holdings, LLC v. United Stated, 802
F.Supp.2d 648 (D. Md. 2011) (maritime CDA case involving a FAR Part 12 termination for the
convenience of the government). In SWR, Inc. the ASBCA embraced the notion of fair com
pensation under a FAR Part 12 convenience termination, thus moving toward the position taken
by the CBCA whose recent decisions involving FAR Part 12 convenience terminations incorpo
rate FAR Part 49 principles See Russell Sand & Gravel Company, Inc., 2013-1 BCA ii 35,455,
2013 CIVBCA LEXIS 228, A CM Construction and Marine Group, Inc., 2014-1BCAii35,537,
2014 CIVBCA LEXIS 49). But the ASBCA also announced what seems to be an evidentiary
limitation in that termination costs under FAR Part 12 need to be proven from the contractors
"standard record keeping system."
Other decisions include BAE San Francisco Ship Repair, ASBCA Nos. 58809, 58810,
and 59642, which involves to a claim for increased costs under a task order to maintain and re
pair an Army troop landing ship. DCAA audited the claim and did not question any of the
costs. BAE moved for summary judgment arguing that the DCAA findings meant that the cost
were reasonable and should be paid as a matter oflaw. The ASBCA disagreed, holding that a
DCAA report is advisory only and not binding on a contracting officer, and that the reasonable
ness of the claimed costs were clearly in dispute. In DODS, Inc., ASBCA Nos. 57746, 58252,
the ASBCA upheld a termination for default of a contract to produce components of an aerial
target system. The ASBCA determined that there was no reasonable likelihood ofDODS time
ly performing, that DODS failed to give adequate assurance of its ability to perform, and that
DODS had failed to establish any actual delay attributable to the government. Finally, in
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Hanley Industries, Inc., ASBCANos. 56584, 56976, the Army successfully defended the termi
nation for default of a contract to deliver primers. The ASBCA found that the government had
established a reasonable delivery date for the primers and that there was no excusable reason for
Hanley' s failure to meet the delivery schedule.
GAO PROTESTS

GAO bid protests of Army contract actions increased during this reporting period, with
237 filed since our last report. This office reported defending 180 protest actions in the previ
ous period. Possible causes for this increase include: (1) a decrease of long term contracting
opportunities leading to increased litigation; (2) inadequately documented source selection deci
sions; and (3) the current two-bite protest (i.e., GAO then COFC) process currently allowed un
der the Competition in Contracting Act and the COFC's practice rules. KFLD currently has
more than 34 active GAO protests with an aggregate contract value of $992 million.
GAO decisions of interest included the Army's successful defense ofa protest ofa task
order award for Army National Guard Mental Health Services. The Army placed the order un
der a multiple award IDIQ at a fixed price of$9,620,556.42 plus a cost-type line item for travel
costs up to a maximum of $500,000. The disappointed incumbent for these services protested
and the Army moved to dismiss citing 10 U.S.C. § 2304c(e)(l), which states that a protest ofa
task order award is authorized if the order is valued in excess of $10,000,000. The protester
argued that the GAO had jurisdiction because the awardee's price was too low and the true
"value" of the ordered services exceeded $10 million. The GAO dismissed the protest on 25
September 2014, concluding that there is no reasonable dispute that the challenged order, as
issued by the Government, has a maximum value less than $I 0 million.
The Army also successfully defended a protest involving the $240 million procurement
of a Next Generation Diagnostics System (NODS) being used in Ebola detection. The NODS is
a portable analytical system that can test samples for Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and
Nuclear (CBRN) threats as well as infectious diseases such as Ebola. The Army Contracting
Command -Aberdeen Proving Ground (Natick Division) awarded three contracts for the devel
opment and production of the NODS. The contracting process anticipated a down select that
would result in a single contractor for NODS. One contractor withdrew voluntarily, and after
the Army announced its down select decision, the remaining disappointed competitor protested
by alleging various mistakes in the evaluation process. An automatic stay on performance took
effect as a result of the protest filing, but was partially overridden in support of Operation Unit
ed Assistance in Africa. Following a hearing the GAO denied all the protest grounds finding
that the Army's discussions were meaningful and that there was no evidence in the record that
the Army had been unreasonable in its evaluation of the protester's proposal.
The Army has finally resolved all the protests it receive challenging the multi-award ID
IQ contracts awarded by the U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command's (INSCOM) for
Global Intelligence Services. This acquisition anticipated a total contract ceiling of $7.2 billion
over a 5-year ordering period. INS COM received a total of eight protests, challenging every
aspect of the Army source selection. In response the Army filed a series of agency reports ful
ly supporting the Army evaluations. The GAO found that the Army's evaluations were
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reasonable in each instance and denied all of these protests, thus allowing INSCOM to proceed
with the procurement.
COURT OF FEDERAL CLAIMS (COFC) PROTESTS

Bid protests of Army contract actions filed at the COFC have stayed constant when
compared to our last report. From June 1, 2014 through May 31, 2015, the Army assisted DOJ
in defending 22 protests filed at the COFC.
Among these protests, the Government successfully defended a protest that challenged a
$57 million Federal Supply Schedule order to assist the Army's Director of Financial Improve
ment and Audit Readiness ("FIAR Director") in preparing for independent financial audits be
ginning in December 2014. The order, including a base year and two option periods, was for
consulting services to aid the Army in making its four General Fund annual financial statements
auditable by September 2017, in accordance with the National Defense Authorization Act of
2012. The protester initially challenged the award at the GAO where it was unsuccessful. It
then filed a "second bite" protest at the COFC alleging many of the same grounds. Again it was
unsuccessful; the court denied the protester's motion for judgment on the administrative record
and granted the government's cross-motion, thereby clearing the way for this important contact
to commence.
Also, the government successfully defended a protest challenging a foreign military sale
under the Foreign Assistance Act. This post-award bid protest reprised an earlier protest in
which the protestor was successful. Hyperion, Inc. v. United States, 115 Fed. Cl. 541, 557
(2014) ("Hyperion I"). In the first action, the COFC set aside a contract awarded by the Army
for installation and infrastructure upgrades to fiber optic cable networks in Jordan. Hyperion
came back before the court to contest the Army's renewed award of a contract to the initial
awardee notwithstanding the court's prior decision. The government explained that the Army
complied with DOD regulations in awarding the second contract because Jordan acted to select
the initial awardee as the sole-source for the foreign military sale under the Foreign Assistance
Act, 22 U.S.C. § 2151-243 lk, particularly 22 U.S.C. § 2344, and the Arms Export Control Act,
22 U.S.C. §§ 2751-2799aa-2, particularly 22 U.S.C. § 2762. The court held that in cancelling
the solicitation, the Army adhered to the provisions outlined in the Security Assistance Manage
ment Manual (SAMM). Jordan's sole source request was proper under the "International
Agreement" exception of the Competition in Contracting Act and it appears that all of the requi
site steps were taken by both Jordan and the Army to ensure compliance. Moreover, Hyperion
had always been aware that the requested services were to benefit a sovereign nation and it ac
cepted the risk that Jordan could decide to conduct a sole-source procurement at any time dur
ing the solicitation phase and inespective of any injunctive relief awarded to Hyperion in a bid
protest.
Accordingly the COFC granted the government's motion for judgment on the adminis
trative record.
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PROCUREMENT FRAUD ACTIONS

During the period June 1, 2014 to May 31, 2015, the PFB took action on 1072 cases,
including 146 suspension actions, 501 proposed debarment actions, and 425 debarment actions.
These figures remain on par with the last statistical report to Congress through the Interagency
Suspension and Debarment Committee (ISDC) (i.e., FY14), which reported that the Army's
PFB processed more suspension, proposed debarment and debarment actions than any other or
ganization within the Department of Defense. A significant number of PFB's actions involve
Southwest and Central Asia procurements, including 459 actions suspending, proposing for de
barment, and debarring firms and individuals for misconduct relating to fraudulent actions in
these operational theaters.
CONTRACT AND FISCAL ACTIONS DIVISION
The Contract and Fiscal Actions Division (KFAD) is responsible for the full spectrum
of contract and fiscal advice, to include advising the Army Staff from the requirements develop
ment stage through contract performance. While KF AD is the primary legal advisor to Army
Staff elements on contract and fiscal issues, it also provides reach back support to JAs in the
field, to include JAs from all services deployed in support of overseas contingency operations.
The Division is home to both the Army Contract Tax Advisor and Army Contract Labor Advi
sor. The Contract Tax Advisor provides advice to OTJAG, the Army Staff, Army Commands,
and Army installations on taxation matters related to world-wide Army appropriated and non
appropriated fund acquisitions and related activities. The Army Contract Labor Advisor sup
ports contracting officers and legal advisors on matters related primarily to the Service Contract
Labor Standards and Wage Rate Requirements (Construction), formerly the Davis-Bacon Act.
The Army Labor Advisor also coordinates closely with Department of Labor investigators and
administrators during labor standards inquiries. Since June 2014, KFAD has completed a total
of 820 actions, of which 596 involved procurement-related issues. Within this latter category of
actions are those involving labor standards and tax matters. Other KF AD action categories
tracked included fiscal law, procurement ethics, and reach back support to deployed and non
deployed JAs and contracting activities.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND LITIGATION
As of May 2015, the Army had 76 open environmental litigation cases. The Army de
votes substantial environmental litigation resources to cases potentially impacting Army ranges
and operations. These types of challenges directly impact the Army's ability to organize, train,
equip, and deploy forces in support of combat operations. For example, the Army has been in
almost continuous litigation since 2001 concerning its National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) analysis in regard to a live-fire range at Makua Military Reservation in Hawaii. The
latest rounds of litigation involve implementation of provisions of settlement agreements the
Army reached with the Native Hawaiian group known as Malama Makua.
Within the last year, the Army has also been involved in several water rights adjudication cases.
For example, the Army has been in litigation, since it first asserted a claim in 1982, concerning
water rights adjudication of the Gila River system at Fort Huachuca, Arizona. In September
2011, an Arizona Superior Court ruling held that Fort Huachuca is entitled to implied federal
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reserved water rights based on Executive Orders establishing the military reservation in 1881
and 1883. The water rights adjudication is now in the quantification phase to determine the ex
tent of Fort Huachuca's water rights. The Army also reviews, comments, and when necessary,
appeals permits impacting U.S. Army operations at its installations.
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)
cases remain the overwhelming majority of Army environmental litigation cases. The Army is
party to several cases involving third party contribution or cost recovery claims. Many of these
cases involve remediation of contamination that occurred during the World War II and Cold
War eras. Remediation of these sites is often very costly, with claims against the Army and
other federal agencies for millions of dollars and requiring extensive coordination with other
potential responsible party federal agencies.
While the Army is genuinely committed to maintaining compliance with applicable fed
eral, state, and local environmental requirements, instances of noncompliance do occur. In
FY 14 there was a decrease in the amount of penalties assessed and paid as compared with
FY13. Over the last three fiscal years, there is a general trend showing a reduction in the
amount of penalties assessed and in the total amounts paid. This may be attributable to several
factors, to include more self-reported violations with prompt correction of violations, a slow
down of several missions that were once the source of multiple violations, proactive steps by
installation environmental personnel to educate and prevent violations, and, most importantly,
efforts by both regulators and the Army to continue to improve relations, communication, and
compliance measures.

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

The Army continues its cleanup efforts throughout the country, as required under CER
CLA. The Army will resume negotiating a Federal Facilities Agreement for Redstone Arsenal,
Alabama-the only Army site on Environmental Protection Agency's National Priorities List
that does not have such an agreement-when external regulator issues have been resolved. The
Army continues to evaluate Environmental Protection Agency's recently issued guidance for
vapor intrusion to assess how it may affect Army installations.
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
In 2013, the Army prepared a Programmatic Environmental Assessment (PEA) under
NEPA to support force structure realignment. The PEA analyzed environmental and socioeco
nomic impacts at 2 I installations for the reduction in active duty end-strength from 562,000 to
490,000. Because fiscal and strategic conditions and Army policy made further losses likely,
the Army completed a supplemental PEA in 2014 that looked at possible reductions at 30 instal
lations. This will be used to inform force structure decisions and support notifications to Con
gress under 10 U.S.C. §993 on installations that could lose more than 1,000 service members.
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ENDANGERED SPECIES

The Army protects more than 170 threatened and endangered species on its installations.
The Army leverages internal assets, contractors, comments from the public, and consultations
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or the National Marine Fisheries Service to develop so
lutions which allow the Army to meet both its operational requirements and the conservation
and recovery requirements of the Endangered Species Act. The Army continues to consult with
these agencies on efforts to conserve such species as the Desert Tortoise in California, the Red
Cockaded Woodpecker in Georgia, the Beluga Whale in Alaska, the Southwestern Willow Fly
catcher, and the Huachuca Water Umbel in Arizona. The Army uses its authority under the
Sikes Act to develop and implement Integrated Natural Resources Management Plans to aid
conservation and recovery of species at risk but not protected by the Endangered Species Act.

ENVIRONMENTAL ENCROACHMENT

Through the Readiness and Environmental Protection Initiative (REPI) authorized by 10
U.S.C. Section 2684a, Congress provides funds to the military to address encroachment issues
at military installations. The Army administers REPI through its Army Compatible Use Buffer
(ACUB) Program. The program helps to achieve conservation objectives and support soldier
training through partnerships with government and conservation organizations along with will
ing landowners. These partnerships preserve habitat and limit incompatible land use in the vi
cinity of Army installations. The Army's ACUB partnerships currently include numerous local
and national conservation groups, state and local governments, and other Federal agencies. The
Army is leveraging ACUBs to accomplish multiple conservation goals while also minimizing
current and future constraints on training activities. To date, the Army has approved ACUB
proposals at 33 Army installations and has protected over 249,450 acres from development
providing a long-term benefit to conservation efforts and military readiness.

BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT (BRAC)

Army attorneys review the NEPA documents, environmental site investigation docu
ments, and numerous ancillary documents impacting the environmental management of closing,
gaining, and new BRAC installations. The Army has completed numerous Environmental Im
pact Statements and dozens of Environmental Assessments for installations impacted by the
2005 BRAC round. They have provided advice on the environmental obligations at closed and
closing BRAC installations, including seventeen sites on the National Priorities List. This ad
vice includes CERCLA and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act cleanup obligations and
the various mechanisms and documents necessary to assure that these obligations are met so
that Army property is suitable to transfer into non-federal ownership. Army attorneys have
completed all of the environmental documentation necessary to transfer major installations in
Kansas, Minnesota, Indiana, New Jersey, Georgia and Virginia. They are also working on
emerging legal issues at BRAC installations regarding Munitions and Explosives of Concern,
applied pesticides as CERCLA hazardous substances, and imposition of state environmental
covenants on federal property.
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INTERNATIONAL AND OPERATIONAL LAW
The International and Operational Law Division (IOLD) provides legal advice and sub
ject matter expertise to TJAG, the Army Staff, and JAs in the field in the areas of international
law, intelligence activities, information operations, stability operations, and the rule oflaw.
The JAs and civilian attorneys assigned to IOLD all have extensive backgrounds in their specif
ic areas of practice as well as considerable real-world operational experience. IOLD helps
TJAG advise the senior leadership of the Army on critical legal issues related to training and
operations. In addition, IOLD helps JAs in the field as they provide commanders and their
staffs with advice, counsel, and expertise on a wide array of issues affecting the Army and the
Joint Force. IOLD consists of seven branches:

LAW OF WAR BRANCH
This branch advises TJAG, the Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA), and the Army Staff
on legal issues related to the Army's training on, and compliance with, the law of war, the Ge
neva Conventions, the Hague conventions, arms control agreements, and other US and interna
tional laws and treaties affecting combat and contingency operations. In addition, the Law of
War Branch is responsible for reviewing all Army weapon systems for compliance with domes
tic and international law prior to fielding with the Soldiers in the field. In the past year, we
have reviewed numerous weapons and munitions in research and development. Also, the
branch participated in the DOD Law of War Working Group and the worked on the recently
published 1200-page DOD Law of War Manual. Now that the DOD Manual is available elec
tronically, the Army complement to it, Field Manual (FM) 6-27, The Law ofArmed Conflict
for Unified Operations will soon be available. This FM is an update and republication ofFM
27-10, The Law ofLand Waifare.

INTELLIGENCE LAW BRANCH
This branch advises TJAG, the CSA, the Army G-2, and other Army Staff members on
intelligence oversight matters and legal issues related to intelligence activities and information
operations.

INTERNATIONAL LAW BRANCH
The International Law Branch advises TJAG, the CSA, and the Army Staff on legal is
sues related to international agreements and customary international law. During the past year,
the International Law Branch reviewed several bilateral agreements between the U.S. Army and
partner nation militaries for the exchange of military personnel or military units; provided brief
ings to over 50 U.S. service members from all branches preparing to deploy for UN missions as
Military Observers regarding the legal bases for their missions, the privileges and immunities
applicable to them, and command and control issues; reviewed over 50 standardization agree
ments with partner nation militaries and coalitions to determine whether the Army could ratify
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the agreements with or without reservations; advised on several high-profile foreign legal pro
ceedings involving U.S. soldiers accused of committing crimes overseas; and advised on key
issues involving U.S. export control law and security cooperation and security assistance au
thorities.
OPERATIONAL LAW BRANCH

This branch advises TJAG, the CSA, and the Army Staff on legal issues related to cur
rent operations and training worldwide. It also provides legal advice and expertise on domestic
operations and homeland security and provides legal support to the Army Operations Center.

STABILITY OPERATIONS AND RULE OF LAW BRANCH

This branch advises TJAG, the CSA, and the Army Staff on legal issues related to sta
bility operations and military support to rule oflaw operations worldwide. This branch also
guides JAGC initiatives to adapt military legal support to future stability and rule of law opera
tions, and leads strategic planning for training U.S. Government interagency rule of law pro
gram providers.
The branch has significantly contributed to the evolving stability operations policy and
doctrine to include the role of the DOD in Rule of Law missions. The branch has developed a
close working relationship with the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, Rule of Law and
Detainee Policy, on issues of mutual concern.

STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENTS BRANCH

This branch advises TJAG, the CSA, and the Army Staff on legal issues related to stra
tegic engagement and security cooperation with friendly foreign governments and militaries. It
also directly supports the planning and execution of TJAG's security cooperation responsibili
ties set forth in AR 11 -31 The Army's Security Cooperation Policy. This entails coordinating
all strategic engagements and interaction between TJAG and the senior leadership of the Army
JAGC with uniformed and civilian military legal advisors of foreign counterpart armies. In
hosting counterpart delegations, these engagements are often nested with other Services'
TJAGs to reflect joint aspects of our legal operations. These international legal engagements
provide important opportunities to build partner capacity and improve interoperability, advance
the rule of law, and improve our strategic relationships.
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TRAINING BRANCH

This branch plans, coordinates, and implements deployment-focused legal training and
provides training resources for JAs, legal administrators, and paralegals from the U.S. Army
and sister services who are slated to deploy to combat and contingency operations. The Train
ing Branch manages the very successful Pre-Deployment Preparation (PDP) Program-a training
and resourcing program that coordinates essential resources and focused training for deploying
JAs, legal administrators, and paralegals. PDP's premier deployment training course is the
JAGC's Pre-deployment Training (JPT). The course is intended for JAs, legal administrators
and non-commissioned officer (NCO) paralegals from all components and services deploying to
Afghanistan and other overseas contingency locations within three to four months following the
JPT. During 3 Y, days of instruction, senior JAGC leaders, recently deployed SJAs, Brigade
Judge Advocates, commanding officers, and other subject matter experts to include profession
als from interagency offices (DOJ, Department of State, US Agency for International Develop
ment, Drug Enforcement Administration) share practical knowledge and insights on particular
legal challenges, as well as provide updates and briefings on the operational and legal environ
ment, contract issues, military justice, investigations, Rule of Law, legal assistance, claims, staff
integration, office administration, and other topics. JAs currently deployed also share their ex
periences and knowledge through secure video-teleconferencing. The JPT agenda is continu
ously updated to reflect present conditions in a rapidly evolving operational environment. As
an example, the most recent training iteration included a deeper focus on NATO operations,
fiscal law, and legal issues related to the drawdown of forces in Afghanistan. Also, a new elec
tive format was implemented to allow attendees to tailor their classes to subject areas related to
their impending mission. PDP continues to manage several broader initiatives to help facilitate
the delivery oflegal services in Afghanistan and other contingency operations. Of note, PDP
hosts a quarterly Operational Law Secure Video Teleconference (SVTC) with Army and Joint
legal offices around the world. Representatives from the Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force
International & Operational Law Divisions also attend to discuss the most pressing legal issues
faced by JAs in combat theaters. The PDP also produces a monthly global deployment
"snapshot" and deployment training matrix to inform the JAGC about the location and number
of deployed JAs and specialized legal training offered throughout the civilian and military com
munities. Finally, the PDP published four articles in the Quill & Sword newsletter and provided
individualized assistance to over 70 clients with mobilization, travel related issues, and training
resources.
This branch advises TJAG, the CSA, and the Army Staff on legal issues related to the
US Army's training on, and compliance with, the law of war, the Geneva Conventions, the
Hague conventions, arms control agreements, and other US and international laws and treaties
affecting combat and contingency operations. In addition, the Law of War Branch is responsi
ble for reviewing all Army weapon systems for compliance with domestic and international law
prior to fielding with the Soldiers in the field. In the past year, we have reviewed numerous
weapons and munitions in research and development.
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LEGAL ASSISTANCE
CLIENT SERVICES
The FYl 4 workload reports indicate that Army legal assistance services remain in high
demand.
a. Clients. Almost two-thirds of Army legal assistance clients are enlisted soldiers and
their family members. The numbers below reflect the number of clients and the percentage
they represent of the total client population seen in Army Legal Assistance Offices.
LEGAL ASSISTANCE CLIENTS
FY12

%

FY13

%

FY14
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Enlisted

87,129

61%

73,737

59%

67,704

58%

Officer

20,526

14%

19,013

15%

17,547

15%

Retirees

19,579

14%

17,062

14%

17,509

15%

Other

15,940

11%

15,064

12%

14,392

12%

Total

143,174

124,876

117,152

This data does not reflect the total number of clients receiving legal assistance services.
The Army has attorneys accompanying deployed soldiers around the world. While these attor
neys see significant numbers oflegal assistance clients, much of their work in the deployed en
vironment is not reflected in these statistics. Tens of thousands of soldier-clients were also seen
outside of the office environment as part of the Soldier Readiness Program (SRP). The SRP is
a process to determine the soldier's legal preparedness for deployment and to prepare necessary
legal documents including wills and powers of attorney. While the number of documents pre
pared is counted, the number of soldiers going through an SRP is not included in the client sta
tistics. Further, Reserve Component JAs provided SRP services for thousands of Reserve Com
ponent soldiers. Currently, those soldiers are not included in the client count.
b. Cases & services. Around the globe, our legal assistance providers assist clients
by preparing numerous legal documents, filing income tax returns, notarizing documents, and
handling numerous other personal legal matters.
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During FY14, Army Legal Assistance opened 145,498 cases (some clients were seen on
more than one case). The largest areas of service remain in the area of Family Law (42,815
cases) and Estate Planning (36,114 cases). In assisting clients, JAs prepared a significant num
ber oflegal documents. The most frequently prepared documents were Powers of Attorney
(202,057). In addition, legal assistance offices prepared 23,847 wills and 2,495 separation
agreements. They also provided 315,695 notarizations and referred 6,944 clients to civilian at
torneys or local bar lawyer referral services. Additionally, 143 eligible clients were referred to
the ABA Military Pro Bono Program.
As discussed above, these numbers reflect the work performed in Active Army offices
and during Active Anny SRPs. They do not include the significant volume of work performed
by our deployed legal assistance personnel or within the Reserve Components. U.S. Anny Re
serve and Anny National Guard Judge Advocates perform an invaluable service preparing Re
serve Component soldiers before they reach the active duty mobilization station. This prepara
tion includes the drafting and execution of thousands of wills and powers of attorney.

c. Tax Assistance Services. Army legal assistance
personnel, together with unit tax advisors, temporary employ
ees, and volunteers, prepared and filed 114,185 Federal and
72, 163 state income tax returns during the FY 14 tax filing sea
son. More than ninety percent of the federal income tax returns
were filed electronically. The soldiers, retirees, and family
members who visited our Tax Assistance Centers saved over
$29,800,000 in tax preparation and filing fees last year.
d. Value of Services. Every year Army legal assistance services collectively save
clients substantial fees they would otherwise incur if purchasing the advice and services. Using
~' average national costs of selected services provided by the ABA Standing
~' Committee of Legal Assistance for Military Personnel, legal assistance offices
saved our clients over $67,800,000 in legal fees (including the above men
tioned over $29,800,000 in tax return preparation fees) in FY14.
AW ARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN LEGAL ASSISTANCE
- -·The Chief of Staff of the Anny annually presents awards to Legal Assistance
offices that exemplify excellence in providing legal assistance to soldiers and
their families. The award is made on the basis of the quality of legal assistance provided to eli
gible clients; innovations to provide better client services; adequacy of legal assistance facili
ties; quality of preventive law efforts and publications; and the legal experience of attorneys.

ic...;__ _ ___ _
._
_

The following offices earned the 2014 Chief of Staff Award for Excellence in Legal Assistance:
ACTIVE ARMY - SMALL OFFICES: 10th Regional Support Group; William Beaumont Ar
my Medical Center
ACTIVE ARMY - MEDIUM OFFICES:
7th Anny Joint Multinational Training Command
(Grafenwoehr); Ansbach Law Center; Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center
and Presidio of Monterey; National Training Center and Fort Irwin; US Anny Japan and I
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Corps (Forward); US Army Research, Development and Engineering Command and Aberdeen
Proving Ground
ACTIVE ARMY - LARGE OFFICES: III Corps and Fort Hood; XVIII Airborne Corps and
Fort Bragg; 1st Armored Division and Fort Bliss; 3rd Infantry Division and Fort Stewart; US
Army Cadet Command and Fort Knox; US Army Fires Center of Excellence and Fort Sill; US
Army Maneuver Center of Excellence and Fort Benning
RESERVE COMPONENT: North Carolina Army National Guard; US Army Support Activity,
Fort Dix
SPECIAL VICTIMS' COUNSEL

The Army Special Victims ' Counsel Program began service on November 1, 2013. It
operates within the Army Legal Assistance Program. Ini
tially, eligible clients were soldiers and adults eligible for
legal assistance who are victims of a sexual assault. Begin
ning June 2014, eligibility was extended to minor victims of
sexual assault who are military dependants. There are cur
rently 75 SVC serving in the Army at installations through
out the world. During FY14, Army SVCs saw 1,434 cli
ents, and participated in over 300 courts-martial. The
SVC's primary duty is to build and sustain victim resili
ency. This includes providing advice to their client and
zealously representing the best interests of their client throughout the criminal investi
gation, court-martial and/or administrative processing resulting from the sexual as
sault. This representation continues even if their client's interests do not align with
those of other interested parties, to include the government of the United States. This rep
resentation includes the ability to file and argue motions during the court-martial to
protect the client's interests. In addition to raising many motions at the trial level,
Army SVC filed 4 extraordinary writs before the ACCA during FY14.
Representation of Reserve Component soldiers and families who are victims of sexual
assault was enhanced in FY14 as both the US Army Reserve (USAR) and National Guard SVC
programs were established.
In 2014, the Army conducted three SVC Training Courses, training a total of 297 new
SVC. These included 103 Active Army SVC, 84 USAR SVC, 72 National Guard SVC and 38
counsel from other Services. In support of providing services to child victims, the Army con
ducted its first Certification Course focused exclusively on representing minor clients, training
40 SVC. The Army also conducted CLE programs for existing SVC and for SVC supervisors.
SVC clients have been uniformly positive concerning the effectiveness of the SVC pro
gram. They have indicated that they are better informed throughout the process, are empow
ered to make informed decisions in their own best interests. They express gratitude there is
someone supporting them, protecting their interests and that they have a voice in the process.
Several have indicated that they could not image going through the process without a SVC.
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The Army also continued to formalize its Special Victim Capability to further enhance
our ability to investigate and prosecute sexual assault and domestic violence cases. The Special
Victim Capability teams are made up of the SVPs, Victim Witness Liaisons (VWLs), Special
Victim Noncommissioned Officer Paralegals (SVNCOs), and Criminal Investigation Division
Sexual Victim Investigators (SVIs). These teams of specialized professionals are dedicated to
working cooperatively to ensure thorough and professional investigations and prosecutions,
while providing and immediate, compassionate, and ongoing assistance to victims.
Since June 2013, the Army has created several Sexual Assault Response Teams (SART). Pres
ently, SARTs exist at Joint Base Lewis-McCord, Fort Hood, Fort Riley, Fort Leonard Wood,

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The Legal Assistance mi!Book community continues to grow; it now numbers well over
2,045 members including Legal Assistance practitioners from each of the military Services. It
is a vibrant site providing discussion and a sharing of ideas and initiatives in every area of Legal
Assistance practice. We have begun using Defense Connect Online to host on-line presenta
tions and discussions within the Legal Assistance community. This has proven to be a highly
successful means to disseminate information and engage in feedback from the local Legal As
sistance community.

ABA LAMP DISTINGUISHED SERVICE A WARD

The Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center (DLIFLC) Legal Assistance
Office located on the Presidio of Monterey, CA was named a winner of the ABA LAMP Com
mittee's 2014 Distinguished Service Award in the Group Category. The DLIFLC Legal Assis
tance Office was recognized for reaching out to clients through an extensive Preventive Law
program combining a very informative web site and a community outreach effort including a
Facebook page. These efforts have increased the viability of the Legal Assistance program at
the Presidio of Monterey.
Mr. Brad Huestis, a Legal Assistance Attorney with the 7th Army Joint Multinational
Training Command in Germany, was named a winner of the ABA LAMP Committee's 2014
Distinguished Service Award in the Individual Category.

CLAIMS

The mission of the U.S. Army Claims Service (USARCS) and field claims offices
around the world is to examine and settle meritorious claims for and against the U.S. Army
brought under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Personnel Claims Act, the Foreign Claims Act,
and other statutory authority. Additionally, USARCS coordinates with field claims offices to
aggressively pursue recoupment actions against transportation service providers (carriers) that
damage or lose personal property of Soldiers and their Families during moves, and third-party
tortfeasors who damage Army property or cause injury to Service members resulting in
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treatment at Army medical facilities. Thorough investigation, diligent research, and expert
analysis resulted in negotiated settlements of thousands of claims. These settlements avoided
high judgment awards and litigation costs for meritorious claims against the government.
TORT CLAIMS

The Tort Claims Division ofUSARCS continued to save taxpayers millions of dollars in
litigation costs by investigating and adjudicating tort claims filed under the Federal Tort Claims
Act, the Military Claims Act, and the National Guard Claims Act. In Calendar Year 2014,
USARCS and field claims offices at installations worldwide successfully negotiated tort claim
settlements with 2272 claimants for a total of $14.9 million, in cases involving wrongful death,
personal injury, medical malpractice, and property damage.
AFFIRMATIVE CLAIMS

USARCS's Affirmative Claims Program continues to recover approximately $25M on
behalf of TRlCARE and the Army hospitals that provide medical care for Soldiers, retirees, and
their family members. The 20.09 memorandum of agreement between TRlCARE Management
Agency, Office of The Surgeon General, and OTJAG continues to benefit Army hospitals that
provide resources in support of the medical affirmative claims mission.
PERSONNEL CLAIMS

USARCS has fully integrated the Congressionally-mandated Full Replacement Value
Program and Defense Personal Property Program into the overall personnel claims scheme.
Under the programs, individual claimants who experience loss or damage to their household
goods during a govermnent-sponsored move can file claims directly with the transportation ser
vice provider that caused the damage. In return, claimants can be paid the full replacement val
ue of their lost or destroyed items instead of the depreciated value as required by the Personnel
Claims Act. In Calendar Year 2014, the Army paid 3200 claimants for a total of$3.62 million
in combined household goods ($2.5 million), vehicle ($0. l million) and other incident to ser
vice claims ($0.34 million). In addition to recovering and paying Full Replacement Value to
claimants when the transportation service provider has not appropriately settled the claim,
USARCS' recovery capabilities, including authority to offset the carriers' current revenue
stream, also provide the only objective quality control mechanism over the Full Replacement
Value Program. During Calendar Year 2014, USARCS asserted 1700 demands against trans
portation service providers and recovered a total of $1.4 million, including $0.495 million by
offset. Of the total, USARCS returned $0.2 million to 440 soldiers in Full Replacement Value
refunds.
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CIVILIAN PERSONNEL, LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT LAW

The Director, Civilian Personnel, Labor and Employment Law, is a civilian attorney in
the Senior Executive Service and is the senior civilian within the JALS. The Director advises
TJAG on all matters relating to civilian employees of the JALS, including their training and
professional development. The Director also serves as the Army General Counsel's representa
tive for all matters pertaining to Civilian Career Program management for legal personnel (both
attorneys and paraprofessionals). The Director, who is dual-hatted as Chief, Labor and Em
ployment Law Division, advises TJAG and DA proponents about DA policies, plans, and pro
grams affecting DA civilian employees. As part of its Labor Counselor Program, the Division
also provides oversight, guidance, technical advice, training and professional assistance to the
military and civilian attorneys practicing labor and employment law Army-wide. The Division
is comprised of three branches. The primary functions of those three branches are described
below.
Civilian Personnel Management Branch (Career Program 56 - Legal)

The Civilian Personnel Management Branch for Career Program 56 is comprised of a
civilian attorney Branch Chief and two other civilian attorneys who assist with program man
agement. The branch is responsible for assisting the Director, Civilian Personnel, in carrying
out her responsibilities related to developing, implementing, and executing programs for the
legal management and professional development of civilian attorneys (of which there are ap
proximately 1350) and civilian paraprofessionals (of which there are approximately 750)
throughout the Army. Designation as an Army Civilian Career Program in 2011 has resulted in
increased professional development opportunities and improved career management for all Ar
my legal office personnel. As the program matures, engagement and collaboration with Com
mands and senior management continues to improve, helping to ensure the Army maintains a
well-qualified, motivated and well-balanced civilian workforce.

In addition to supporting the Career Program, the branch provides expert legal, policy,
and management advice to TJAG, the Chief, PPTO, and the Director, Civilian Personnel, Labor
and Employment Law on civilian attorney and paraprofessional issues specific to civilian per
sonnel under TJAG's technical and/or actual supervision.
OPINIONS AND POLICY BRANCH

The Opinions and Policy Branch is currently comprised of a civilian attorney dual
hatted as the Branch Chief and Deputy Division Chief, two civilian attorney advisors, two ac
tive duty JAs, and one civilian paralegal.
The Army currently has a total civilian workforce of approximately 300,000 civilian
employees, about half of whom are members of one of approximately 500 bargaining units Ar
my-wide. The Opinions and Policy Branch provides labor and employment law advice on pro
posed civilian personnel regulations and other personnel policies, as well as advice on the de
velopment and implementation of DA policies, plans and programs affecting these appropriated
fund and non-appropriated fund civilian employees. Additionally, the Branch reviews DA
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comments on proposed DOD and external agency regulations and policies; realignments, reor
ganizations and reductions in force; responses to inquiries from Congress or the President; leg
islation affecting DA civilian employees; selection board instructions and results; and determi
nations under FOIA and Privacy Act relating to civilian personnel records and matters. Of note,
the Opinions and Policy Branch has continued to provide legal advice on the Army's actions in
response to the congressionally mandated sequestration, which directly impacted virtually all
DA civilian employees. As the Army implements reductions in resources, the Branch will con
tinue to advise on necessary workforce shaping actions.
The branch also provides advice relating to DA-level adjudicative proceedings. It pro
vides legal review of DA responses to negotiability petitions pending before the Federal Labor
Relations Authority (FLRA) and exceptions to arbitration awards; drafts and advocates for re
quests to the Office of Personnel Management relating to certain arbitrators' and Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB) decisions; and analyzes all Equal Employment Opportunity Commis
sion (EEOC) administrative judge decisions finding discrimination, providing recommenda
tions for DA follow-on actions based on those decisions.
The Opinions and Policy Branch coordinates with legal staffs at DOD and external
agencies on labor and employment law matters that affect DA civilians, and it serves as repre
sentative or legal advisor to working groups addressing civilian personnel, EEO, labor relations,
and other employment issues. The branch assists the Division Chief in carrying out her func
tions as the designated Senior Management Official under Department of Defense Directive
5500.19 for cooperation with the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) and in managing the Army
Labor Counselor Program covering labor and employment law attorneys and issues.
LABOR COUNSELOR AND LITIGATION BRANCH

The Labor Counselor and Litigation Branch consists of a civilian attorney Branch Chief,
four attorney advisors, and one paralegal.
The Branch provides labor and employment law services to most HQDA organizations
and activities. This includes representing the Secretariat, Army Staff, Field Operating Agen
cies, Staff Support Agencies and joint service DOD activities for which HQDA serves as Exec
utive Agent, in administrative litigation proceedings before the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, MSPB, FLRA, DOD Investigations and Resolutions Directorate, federal arbitra
tors, Department of Labor, state unemployment agencies, and other investigative and adminis
trative bodies that hear, examine and adjudicate civilian personnel cases. This also includes
advising HQDA Principal Officials, managers and supervisors on all labor and employment law
matters, to include civilian personnel law, employee relations, labor-management relations, un
fair labor practices, equal employment opportunity, disability accommodation, affirmative ac
tion, staffing, classification, performance management, pay and allowances, retirement, bene
fits, reductions-in-force, and workforce reshaping issues. Branch counsel also provide legal
advice and technical guidance to Human Resources, Labor Relations, and EEO Specialists in
connection with their responsibilities to service civilian employees assigned to HQDA organi
zations, direct reporting units, and joint service and DoD activities supported by HQDA, both in
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Branch attorneys serve as agency liaison for OSC investigations involving HQDA activ
ities and represent the Army during OSC investigations. Branch counsel also provide legal ad
vice and support in connection with the conduct of administrative investigations involving civil
ian personnel.
Branch attorneys provided legal advice and guidance to HQDA officials on all phases of
the implementation of comprehensive spending reduction measures, The Branch is handling
approximately 150 MSPB appeals challenging the FY13 administrative furlough. In addition,
Branch counsel have provided advice and assistance to attorneys Army-wide who are represent
ing the Agency in the nearly 9,000 furlough appeals that were filed with the MSPB.
The Director, Civilian Personnel, Labor and Employment Law, is a civilian attorney in
the Senior Executive Service and is the senior civilian within the JALS. The Director advises
TJAG on all matters relating to civilian employees of the JALS, including their training and
professional development. The Director also serves as the Army General Counsel's representa
tive for all matters pertaining to Civilian Career Program management for legal personnel (both
attorneys and paraprofessionals). The Director, who is dual-hatted as Chief, Labor and Em
ployment Law Division, advises TJAG and DA proponents about DA policies, plans, and pro
grams affecting DA civilian employees. As part of its Labor Counselor Program, the Division
also provides oversight, guidance, technical advice, training and professional assistance to the
military and civilian attorneys practicing labor and employment law Army-wide. The Division
is comprised of three branches. The primary functions of those three branches are described
below.
STANDARDS OF ETHICAL CONDUCT FOR EMPLOYEES OF THE
EXECUTIVE BRANCH AND ATTORNEY PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

The Chief, Professional Responsibility Branch manages TJAG's Professional Responsi
bility Program, which includes the formulation of policy and guidance, oversight of inquiries
into allegations of professional misconduct and mismanagement, professional responsibility
advice to TJAG, DJAG, and the Assistant Judge Advocates General, and administrative support
to the Professional Responsibility Committee.
ARMY LEGAL OPERATIONS WORLDWIDE

Below the level of the OTJAG and its Field Operating Agencies are over 500 legal of
fices in Army Commands, Army Service Component Commands, Corps, Divisions, and camps,
posts, and stations in about 20 countries that deliver professional legal services to commanders,
soldiers, families, and retirees. These legal offices, Active, Guard, and Reserve, staffed by JAs,
legal administrators, military paralegals, and civilian attorneys and legal paraprofessionals, both
Host Nation and US civilian employees, perform the legal mission with exceptional skill and
ability. The broad scope of this legal practice encompasses our six core legal disciplines: mili
tary justice; international and operational law; administrative and civil law; contract and fiscal
law; claims; and legal assistance.
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Across today's Army, there is a consistent demand for legal services from commanders
who operate in an increasingly complex and legally intensive environment. Especially note
worthy is the selfless work of the Army JAs deployed to Afghanistan. They are trusted legal
advisors who proactively address a broad array of difficult legal issues on a daily basis. Simul
taneously, Army legal personnel at home station are delivering quality legal support that helps
ensure the continued effectiveness and success of the Army. The activities of the major com
mand legal offices that follow are a representative 'snap-shot' of the JAGC' world-wide legal
operations.
UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES COMMAND (FORSCOM)
Throughout FORSCOM and its subordinate units, JAs continued to support traditional
legal missions associated with the Corps' core legal disciplines, as well as issues arising from
military operations in Afghanistan and emerging missions associated with other Geographic
Combatant Commands.
Not unlike in previous years, the FORSCOM OSJA actively addressed multiple com
plex issues affecting the delivery of legal services at this headquarters, major subordinate units,
and mission support units. These complex issues included but were not limited to military and
civilian manpower cuts at every level of command, and other force management issues impact
ing the delivery oflegal services due to the Army drawdown and significant Congressional
budget cuts. Force restructure issues, many of which are still ongoing, have been particularly
challenging in FORSCOM in light of the recent increased requirements for JAs to serve as Arti
cle 32, or preliminary hearing officers, in all courts-martial and for JAs to serve as Special Vic
tim Counsel in sexual assault cases.
The FORSCOM OSJA continued to contribute significantly to FORS COM efforts to
ensure the integration of Active Army and Reserve Components by emphasizing the importance
of these efforts to subordinate OSJAs. Additionally, a representative from this office attended
each of the US Army Reserve On-Sites and the Regional Council of Colonels meetings focused
upon JA Active Component/Reserve Component integration.
Labor and Employment Law. In 2014, FORSCOM began to reorganize and re
shape in order to meet the Army's 2020 Brigade Combat Team (BCT) design. This included
the inactivation of 12 separate BCTs. As a result of these inactivations, FORSCOM requested
authority to commence reduction-in-force (RIF) actions in accordance with 5 CFR Part 351 of
39 permanent surplus employees; primarily Family Readiness Support Assistants (GS-0303)
and Safety & Occupational Health' Managers (GS-0303). With aggressive use of internal place
ment opportunities, Voluntary Separation Incentive Payment/Early Retirement Authority, and
the Priority Placement Program, FORSCOM was able to avoid a RIF; however, throughout the
RIF planning process, and during the execution of the numerous mitigation strategies, FOR
SCOM labor and employee attorneys were called upon to provide timely and accurate advice
and guidance on a multitude ofRIF related issues. During 2014, FORSCOM Labor and Em
ployment attorneys provided legal opinions on numerous command policies, and participated in
a number of working groups that addressed the need and language of higher level command
policies, government-wide rules and regulations, and national command strategy. In addition,
FORSCOM attorneys continued to work the regular flow of other important labor and employ
ment related issues that occur in the normal course of business; including, reviewing both for
mal and infor
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mal disciplinary actions, and representing the Command before the EEOC, MSPB and FLRA.
Lastly, FORSCOM labor and employment attorneys provided expert assistance to a number of
installation Labor and Employment attorneys, and they provided all FORSCOM labor and em
ployment attorneys with timely and detailed new developments updates.
Environmental Law. FORSCOM attorneys continued their important role in the
preparation and review of the numerous environmental documents evaluating the potential envi
ronmental impacts of a proposed action before it can be undertaken. These documents are usu
ally Environmental Assessments (EAs) and Environmental Impact Statements (EISs), and are
accompanied by their respective decision documents, Findings ofNo Significant Impact
(FNSis) and Records of Decision (RODs). They not only must identify possible environmental
effects resulting from the implementation of a proposed action as well as measures which
might mitigate those impacts, they also have to be written in clear, understandable language so
the both the decision maker as well as the general public can readily understand them . In addi
tion, they must also identify reasonable alternative means of achieving the purpose and need of
the proposed action.
FORSCOM attorneys also worked closely with installations on a broad range of other
environmental issues and documents. At Fort Carson, the decision to reorganize the 4th Infantry
Division's four organic BCTs into three BCTs (Stryker, Infantry, Armor) once again raised the
need to study the Pinon Canyon Maneuver Site (PCMS) to evaluate the environmental and soci
oeconomic impacts of proposed changes to training and operations activities. The Environmen
tal Impact Statement (EIS) began in 2014 assesses proposed PCMS training, infrastructure im
provement, and land management activities to support Fort Carson training requirements. It also
assesses the impact of reclassification of the airspace that overlies PCMS. The proposed action
does not include, nor will it require, expansion of PCMS.
Fort Campbell is conducting an update to the 1981 Installation Ongoing Mission EIS.
This update looks at the environmental effects of continuing the ongoing mission of Fort Camp
bell, efforts to modernize and improve facilities, as well as proposed enhanced environmental
procedures aimed at increasing efficiency. Our attorneys are daily involved with this update,
currently called the Training Mission and Mission Support Activities (TMMSA) Final Pro
grammatic Environmental Impact Statement.
Ethics. FORSCOM ethics counselors continued to provide Standards of Ethical
Conduct advice in accordance with 5 C.F.R. Part 2635 and the Joint Ethics Regulation (JER),
DoD 5500.07-R, to FORSCOM's command and staff, and to FORSCOM's subordinate com
mands and their legal offices. Although the ethical issues addresses varied greatly, certain top
ics reoccurred; including, conflicts of interest, financial disclosure, relations with non-federal
entities, fundraising, use of government resources, gifts, the Hatch Act, travel issues, outside
employment activities, and post-government employment. Through the use of the electronic
Financial Disclosure Management (FDM) reporting system, the SJA, serving in her role as the
Designated Agency Ethics Official, certified 55 OGE Form 278, Public Financial Disclosure
Reports, while appointed Ethics Counselors certified 49 OGE Form 450, Confidential Financial
Disclosure Reports. In addition to providing specific Standards of Ethical Conduct advice,
FORSCOM Ethics Counselors provided all FORSCOM installation and command ethics coun
selors with timely and detailed new developments updates from information received from a
variety of sources;
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including, the DoD Standards of Conduct Office, the OTJAG Ethics, Legislation, and Govern
ment Information Practices Branch, and the Office of Government Ethics. Lastly, FORSCOM
Ethics Counselors managed the mandatory annual ethics training for all personnel who file a
Financial Disclosure Report; and the Deputy SJA provided annual ethics training to all procure
ment officials at FORSCOM's headquarters.
Military Justice. The Military Justice section provided legal advice and technical
support to three Corps, two Combat Training Centers, nine divisions, First Army and the U.S.
Army Reserve Command. Attorneys provided legal advice to commanders and drafted requi
site court-martial, administrative separation, non-judicial punishment and other administrative
disciplinary documents. Attorneys also coordinated with civilian law enforcement authorities
and prosecutorial authorities to ensure commanders had all necessary information to properly
adjudicate cases under their jurisdiction. Additionally, the section provided support to the field
in the newly functioning SVC program.
Support to Administrative Investigations. Attorneys in the Military Law Division
provided critical support and legal advice to numerous AR 15-6 investigating officers, often in
high-profile investigations commanding significant congressional and media attention. They
also provided key advice and oversight of Inspector General and Financial Liability investiga
tions (FLIPLs), reviewing numerous investigations. Attorneys responded to and advised Com
mand and Staff, subordinate FORSCOM OSJAs, and OTJAG on FOIA and Privacy Act re
quests concerning these investigations, expertly handling the review, redaction; and release of
information pertaining to numerous sensitive investigations.
Operational and International Law Issues. Military Law Division attorneys pro
vided a wide range of legal support to FORSCOM operations, EXORDs, and contingency plan
ning. FORSCOM provided advice to the reorganization of numerous BCTs across the Army as
part of an operational planning team.
The Military Law Division provided legal advice and technical support to the FOR
SCOM Operations Center, three Corps, two Combat Training Centers, nine divisions, First Ar
my and the United States Army Reserve Command. The Operational Law (OPLAW) Attor
ney's duties included advice to the FORSCOM Operations Center and subordinate units and
legal offices on named operations and various orders. The OPLAW Attorney also provided In
telligence Law support to G-2 (Intelligence), FORSCOM. Significant actions in 2014 included
OPLAW support to deployed units, soldiers, and judge advocates and dedicated legal support to
U.S. Africa Command's Operation Unified Assistance. A Military Law Division attorney also
assisted in a FORSCOM Operations Center effort to regularize staff proponent annexes and ap
pendices by providing a new Legal Annex for orders issued beginning in FYI 5 forward.
The Military Law Division also continued to provide command and staff advice on Ar
my force management issues. Advising subordinate legal offices on requirements and best
practices for requesting Reserve augmentation upon deployment ofMTOE corps, division and
brigade level units, the Military Law Division liaised with OTJAG PPTO to ensure approval of
these requests by HQDA G-3 (Operations), and also advised G-3 (Operations), FORSCOM on
significant new changes to force provision methodology. The Military Law Division also con
tinued its close coordination with OTJAG's International and Operational Law Division to clar
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ify policies, procedures, and legal authorities related to the deployment and employment of Re
gionally Aligned Forces.
Health of the Force Issues. The Military Law Division reviewed numerous FOR
SCOM initiatives and implementation of Army policies regarding health promotion, risk reduc
tion, sexual assault response and prevention, and suicide prevention. A significant collaborative
effort, which involved multiple echelons of command and staff, was the analysis of nonavaila
ble/nondeployable soldiers impacting the readiness of the FORSCOM soldier population. The
Military Law Division was a key partner in identifying regulatory and procedural changes and
improvements, as well as providing input for near-term practicable solutions. The Military Law
Division worked closely with the FORS COM G-1 (Personnel) and Surgeon's office to holisti
cally assess how to effectively reduce this population in order to improve readiness, providing
Commanders with capabilities and resources that will assist them in better managing these Sol
diers. The Military Law Division provided advice and information to subordinate FORSCOM
OSJAs, on a variety of ongoing initiatives to ensure synchronization of efforts in training,
awareness and prevention of Sexual Assault and Harassment. Finally, the Military Law Divi
sion continued its support ofFORSCOM's implementation ofHQDA's Ready and Resilient
Campaign by assisting in the review and assessment of policies and implementation orders re
garding a myriad of key programs of this campaign such as SHARP, suicide prevention and be
havioral health and substance abuse issues.
U.S. ARMY TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND

The United States Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) mission is to:
create a versatile, tailorable future force; develop innovative, agile leaders; and build a lethal,
decisive Army. TRADOC is primarily responsible for all initial Army military training, leader
development, doctrine, and combat development. It serves as the Executive Agent for execu
tion of Army transformation, particularly in the areas of leader development, training, and
equipping the future force structure. TRADOC executes its mission through six major subordi
nate centers and commands. It further provides oversight for 32 Army schools organized under
eight Centers of Excellence (CoE) - each focused on a separate area of expertise (Mission
Command, Intelligence, Signal, Aviation, Maneuver, Fires, Maneuver Support, and Sustain
ment). These centers operate at 13 installations and train over 500,000 soldiers and other mili
tary personnel each year.
Administrative and Civil Law. TRADOC attorneys rendered expert advice and
generated hundreds of opinions covering a myriad of topics, including logistical support to non
federal entities, use of government transportation and other resources, gifts, fundraising, politi
cal activities, and post-government employment conflicts of interest. Attorneys made signifi
cant contributions to the confidential and public financial disclosure programs by identifying
and training annual filers, and ensuring that annual reports were timely filed, reviewed, and cer
tified. In addition to ethics counseling, attorneys were heavily involved in actions concerning
the Army Conference Policy, and served as legal advisors for hundreds of investigations.
Labor law. Labor Law saw a significant increase in activity during this reporting
period. Equal Employment Opportunity complaints, employee appeals to the Office of Special
Counsel and MSPB, and cases filed with the FLRA increased as personnel reductions contin
ued. As evidence, labor counselors at Fort Leonard Wood formally arbitrated a union grievance
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for the first time in approximately 16 years, and achieved a decision entirely sustaining manage
ment's decision to impose discipline. Fort Huachuca successfully defended the government and
closed out all furlough appeals made to the Denver MSPB by employees of the various com
mands, as did several other installations throughout TRADOC. Notably, the Fort Benning labor
counselor successfully litigated five EEOC cases and 265 MSPB appeals (including 250 fur
lough appeals), participated in the negotiation of 10 settlements of EEO complaints and MSPB
appeals, and represented the Army in 14 DOD complaint investigations.
Environmental Law. Environmental Law attorneys participated in the develop
ment of the Army's environmental documentation for Army 2020, the initial step in building
the Army of the future, focusing on the changes necessary as the Army shifts from a heavily
deployed force to a force focused on training for future operations. Adjustments to the nature
and location of training required dozens of environmental documents to be prepared and pro
cessed. These continued challenges put Environmental Law attorneys in the forefront, ensuring
changes to training activities comply with environmental standards through coordination with
training and environmental professionals, and state and federal agencies. Fort Sill Environmen
tal Law provided significant support to the Directorate of Public Works Environmental Branch
for the implementation of an agreement with the Comanche Nation regarding the Indian Agen
cy Cemetery on the Henry Post Army Airfield, which included the installation of markers on
the 129 previously unmarked graves and the development and implementation of a visitor ac
cess plan. Additionally, the Fort Huachuca attorneys were extensively involved in the procure
ment of a 2,588 acre water conservation easement that, for the first time in Fort Huachuca's his
tory, put the installation in a surplus water position based on the water credits recognized by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Military Justice. TRADOC legal professionals worked tirelessly on all matters re
lating to the administration of military justice for commanders at all levels and their personnel,
including but not limited to: administrative separations, memoranda of reprimand, non-judicial
punishment, Article 32 investigation hearings, and courts-martial proceedings, with several no
table accomplishments. Fort Sill continues to provide support to the Personnel Control Facility.
This is the only unit in the Army with administrative control of all Army prisoners, all deserters
returning to military control, all soldiers serving civilian confinement, and all soldiers awaiting
completion of appellate review. Among the two dozen cases prosecuted at Fort Leonard Wood,
one involved recalling a retiree who was prosecuted for rape and sexual abuse of children; his
conviction resulted in a life sentence. Fort Leavenworth also secured life sentences in several
inmate misconduct cases and a sentence rehearing case. Fort Rucker dedicated time to provide
regular outreach and training to units, including a four-hour symposium regarding the investiga
tion, prosecution, and prevention of sexual assault, with particular focus on the effects of alco
hol. Attendees included the entire OSJA, the installation Sexual Assault Response Coordina
tors, Unit Victim Advocates, SVC, law enforcement, behavioral health, and command teams.
Client Services. TRADOC attorneys and paraprofessionals continued to provide
quality legal services to active duty and retired servicemembers and their families on a full
spectrum oflegal issues, saving clients millions of dollars. The Legal Assistance Office at Fort
Knox was recognized for its exceptional services with the Army Chief of Staff Award for Ex
cellence in Legal Assistance in the "large office" category. TRADOC Legal Assistance Offices
were also extremely proactive with outreach and command preventive law programs. The Le
gal
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Assistance Office at Fort Benning created a comprehensive webpage with approximately 70
fact sheets for clients to access. Members of their staff also traveled off-post to assist home
bound clients or those in long-term care facilities and hospices to ensure that the retiree client
base was well-served. Fort Rucker also conducted outreach efforts to provide easily-accessible
legal services by setting up booths at two health fairs and supporting monthly "newcomers"
briefs. Finally, the Fort Lee Legal Assistance Office conducts the Army's largest in-court rep
resentation program. Since its inception in 1989, this program has successfully advocated be
tween 300 and 400 cases per year, and attorneys practiced in six of Fort Lee's neighboring ju
risdictions.
Tax Centers throughout TRADOC continued to make significant accomplishments over
the past year with income tax preparation and electronic filing of both state and federal income
tax returns, saving clients millions of dollars in preparation fees and recovering several times
that amount in client refunds. The Fort Sill Tax Center alone assisted more than 4,300 taxpay
ers, exceeding $1.3 million in commercial preparation fees and providing over $8.6 million in
total tax refunds. Fort Lee won the Internal Revenue Service award for filing the most federal
tax returns, and Fort Benning served as the pilot program for the new kiosk system, where cli
ents can file their own taxes with a tax filer in the room to answer questions. Fort Rucker got
creative with its "Single Soldier Income Tax Drop-Off Program" to assist single Soldiers who,
due to mission requirements, were unable to visit the Tax Center during normal operating
hours. This program enabled Soldiers to utilize the tax preparation services while minimizing
mission impact.
TRADOC Claims Offices processed and settled a high number of claims with high pro
ficiency. For example, the Fort Jackson Claims Office alone received 86 tort claims totaling
over $77 million, and the Fort Knox Claims Office received the Judge Advocate General's
Award for Excellence in Claims Support for the 15th consecutive year. As the only office in
the Army designated to operate and manage the Remote Claims Assistance Program for Chap
ter 11 claims, the Fort Knox Claims Office assisted over 600 remotely-stationed claimants this
year.
Since its inception, the Special Victim Counsel program has assisted victims of sexual as
sault through the military justice process - advising and advocating through the investigation,
prosecution, and the disposition of criminal cases. This work requires sensitive counseling,
zealous advocacy, and intensive case management. SVCs throughout TRADOC set the stand
ard for others to follow. Fort Sill was selected as a pilot program site for development of a Sex
ual Harassment and Assault Response Program (SHARP) Resource Center. Also worth noting,
SVCs at Fort Leonard Wood represented 65 victims of sexual assault and stalking, including
three of eight victims in an extremely complex Drill Sergeant sexual misconduct case.
Contract and Fiscal Law. Contract and Fiscal Law attorneys across TRADOC
worked hundreds of procurement actions. For FYIS, TRADOC funding (to include overseas
contingency operations funding) reached an astounding $4.1 billion. Of that amount, nearly
half was dedicated to contracts - with the vast majority being service contracts. Attorneys pro
vided expert legal advice for these, as well as hundreds of other contract actions, ranging from
legal review of contract solicitations and awards, bid protests, ethics in government contracts,
and investigations dealing with contract and fiscal law.
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U.S. ARMY, EUROPE

The US Army, Europe's (USAREUR) mission is to train and lead Army forces in sup
port of US European Command (EU COM) and Headquarters, Department of the Army by
training and preparing full spectrum capable forces for global employment; strengthening alli
ances and building partner capacity and capability; providing Army Service Component Com
mand and Title I 0 support; and, continually seeking to improve the readiness and quality of life
of our Soldiers, Army Families, and Civilian workforce. The past twelve months saw
USAREUR attorneys and paralegals continuing to monitor and support high tempo operations
and training exercises across the EUCOM 51-country area ofresponsibility and especially in
support of OPERATION ATLANTIC RESOLVE, which is the umbrella-term for all land
based US military action and bi/multi-lateral training in eastern Europe to assure NATO allies
and deter further Russian aggression. In addition, USAREUR attorneys have simultaneously
supported transformation within Europe. Calendar year 2014 continued to see transformation
throughout the USAREUR footprint. USAREUR OJA also spent much time analyzing DA
ordered reductions to both the military and civilian workforces in USAREUR Headquarters and
throughout the legal offices in Europe. This was all done while handling a myriad of complex
time-sensitive legal issues, spanning the full spectrum oflegal operations and operating at every
echelon ofUSAREUR units.
U.S. Army Europe consists ofUSAREUR Headquarters, the 21st Theater Sustainment
Command, the 7th Joint Multinational Training Center, and all of their subordinate units. Areas
oflegal support include Military Justice, Civil Law (to include Labor Law), International and
Operations Law, Contract and Fiscal Law, Claims Law, and Client Services (Legal Assistance,
Claims, Income Tax Preparation). Highlights in operational law included legal support to plan
ning efforts to respond to Russian activities in the Ukraine, implementation of the Regionally
Aligned Force initiative, and the negotiation of Training Support Arrangements with our allies.
Contract and fiscal law actions covered a wide spectrum of operations and funding sources, in
cluding operation and maintenance, military construction, procurement requirements through
security cooperation and partner nation support initiatives, and operational support in Kosovo,
Turkey, Israel, Romania, Bulgaria, Ukraine, and the Baltics. Administrative and Civil Law Di
visions focused on Sexual Harassment/Assault Response and Prevention initiatives, command
policies, Ethics, Labor Law, and investigations. Client service support included further refine
ment of the Special Victim Counsel Program for victims of sexual assault and domestic vio
lence, legal assistance issues unique to U.S. citizens living in foreign countries, and tax prepara
tion services.

U.S. ARMY AFRICA I SOUTHERN EUROPEAN TASK FORCE

The mission of the OSJA, US Army Africa/Southern European Task Force (USARAF/
SETAF) is to provide legal advice and legal services to the commanders, staff, personnel, and
qualified Family members ofUSARAF/SETAF, tenant units in both the Vicenza Military
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Community (VMC) and Livorno Military Community (LMC), Army personnel in Italy, and
those Army personnel deployed in support of DOD missions within the USARAF/SETAF foot
print.
The OSJA is organized into five functional areas in a consolidated legal office; with one
branch office at Camp Darby located in Livorno, Italy. The functional areas are: Administra
tion, International and Operational Law, Administrative and Civil Law, Military Justice and
Client Services. Additionally, the OSJA provides administrative and personnel support to the
USTDS Vicenza Field Office located on Caserma Ederle. The activities and major roles of
each functional element, as well as the branch office, are described below:
The International and Operational Law Division (IOLD) consists of six attorneys and
three paralegals. It provided legal advice and support to USARAF/SETAF and US Army Garri
son-Vicenza commanders, staff, and Soldiers in a variety of areas dealing with international and
host nation (HN) law, operational law, and support to the USARAF operational planning pro
cess. The IOLD liaised with Italian prosecutors and defense counsel regarding criminal law
cases involving US military personnel. Responsibilities of this division also encompassed rep
resenting US interests in employment litigation cases involving Local National employees and
unions, providing legal assistance to Soldiers with issues relating specifically to Italian laws and
regulations, and advising the USARAF/SETAF command regarding all issues relating to Host ·
Nation laws and the Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA). The operational law attorneys
worked closely with the USARAF/SETAF staff during exercises and training events. As legal
advisors, they provided advice on operational law issues related to rules of engagement, law of
armed conflict, code of conduct, international agreements, and fiscal law issues.
The IOLD supported multiple exercises both in Europe and Africa. Attorneys partici
pated in the four Accord Series exercises being held in Gabon, Zambia, Uganda, and the Neth
erlands. Support included drafting legal documents such as Exercise Support Agreements,
General Orders, Acquisition Cross Servicing Agreement documents, and exercise orders; re
viewing fiscal law issues; developing legal injects to exercise scenarios; and providing advice to
Commanders on the ground. Additionally, this year IOLD sent an attorney to each of the Ac
cord Series exercises and all related planning events. IOLD implemented the Combatant Com
mander's guidance for the Series by creating Rule of Law injects and assessment tools for the
exercise. Furthermore, the IOLD attorney acted as the legal advisor to the DCG responsible for
the exercise. IOLD JAs have also participated in U.S. Africa Command and USARAF exercis
es such· as Judicious Response, Epic Guardian and African Lion.
Members of the IOLD also partook in multiple training and educational events. One
judge advocate participated as a discussion facilitator at the Rules of Engagement Workshop at
the Institute for International Humanitarian Law (UHL) in San Remo, Italy. Two other Army
lawyers attended the IIHL in San Remo, Italy, and one judge advocate was an instructor on a
Defense Institute International Legal Studies (DIILS) mission the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC) where he taught course on Non-International Armed Conflict, Atrocity Crimes,
and ROE. In South Africa, one judge advocate delivered a presentation of his published article
on Mass Atrocities Response at the Pretoria Symposium on Prevention of Atrocities and Protec
tion of Civilian in Africa and another participated as the Legal Advisor during the African Land
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Forces Summit in Senegal. During these mission as well as other smaller scale engagements,
the IOLD attorneys were creating and maintaining partnerships with many African Army Legal
advisors from countries like Uganda, Senegal, Niger, Nigeria, Kenya, DRC, Zambia, Gabon,
South Africa, and Namibia.
The Administrative Law Division advised commanders and their staff of all tenants
units on all matters related to administrative law, including fiscal law, contracts, ethics, labor
law and employment law. The division also reviewed the legal sufficiency of investigations,
policy letters, financial liability investigations for property loss (FLIP Ls), and gift-giving. The
labor counselor advised USARAF/SETAF supervisors on employment issues and represented
the US Army in litigation involving USARAF/SETAF civilian personnel.
d. The Military Justice Division advised commanders on all matters and policies related to
military justice within the USARAF/SETAF general court-martial jurisdiction area which en
compasses all ofitaly and Africa. In addition, the division provided investigatory and advisory
support to Combined Joint Task Force-Hom of Africa. The trial counsel represented the United
States at investigations conducted pursuant to Article 32, UCMJ, courts-martial, and adminis
trative separation boards while advising commanders and law enforcement personnel regarding
ongoing cases and investigations.
e. The Client Services Division encompasses the Legal Assistance Office, the Tax Center,
and the Claims Office. The Legal Assistance Office advised individual soldiers, civilians, retir
ees, and Family members on a range oflegal issues to include family law, consumer protection,
real property issues, immigration law, and other administrative military and civilian matters.
The Legal Assistance Office also assisted soldiers during Soldier Readiness Processing (SRPs),
Pre-deployment Processing (PDPs), and reintegration activities. The Tax Center electronically
prepared and filed individual federal and state tax returns and provided advice on tax issues.
The Claims Office processed U.S. Army claims submitted under the Personnel Claims Act, the
Military Claims Act, the Foreign Claims Act, and the NATO SOFA. The processing of claims
often consisted of the investigation and adjudication of claims, and coordination with sister ser
vices.
U.S. ARMY MEDICAL COMMAND

The United States Army Medical Command (MEDCOM) OSJA provided prompt,
thorough, value-added advice and assistance throughout the entire spectrum oflegal issues to
the Commander, US Army Medical Command/The Surgeon General (TSG), the OneStaff, and
subordinate commanders through their Judge Advocates and civilian legal counsel, in further
ance of the US Army Medical Command's mission. The OSJA conducted over 1,000 adminis
trative law legal reviews in the last year, and advised on over 200 contract and fiscal law related
actions. The Administrative Law Division was integral to TSG's Sexual Assault Task Force
and fully participated in the development ofMEDCOM policies in this area. The Division pro
vided advice to implement sexual assault provisions of the FY14 and FY 15 NDAA. In con
junction with the MEDCOM SHARP Program Office and the TSG's Task Force,
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OSJA reviewed the standards and training for Sexual Assault Medical Forensic Examiners
(SAMFEs) in order to develop and publish the Army SAMFE Leading Standard, a new stand
ard for training and maintenance of competency.
The MEDCOM OSJA hosted a Joint Healthcare Law Symposium, bringing together
healthcare law professionals from throughout the DOD and other federal agencies for training
and discussion on the latest developments in military healthcare law. The symposium was
highly successful, with 105 in-person attendees and 75 virtual attendees via Defense Connect
Online (DCO).
The OSJA labor counselor provided advice and oversight on over 700 MSPB appeals
MEDCOM-wide from the two 2013 furloughs. Additionally, numerous issues were addressed
in the labor-management forum as a result of the on-going sequestration of funds, to include the
pay for performance lab demo project at Medical Research and Materiel Command and awards
for civilian employees.
The OSJA also provided advice and policy development regarding pregnancy termina
tion. Historically, 10 U.S.C. §1093 restricted the performance of pregnancy termination using
either DOD funds or DOD facilities to only those cases in which the mother's life would be en
dangered ifthe fetus were carried to term. The FY13 National Defense Authorization Act
amended 10 U.S.C. § 1093 to further permit use of either DOD funds or DOD facilities for preg
nancy termination services in cases of rape or incest. The OSJA assisted and advised the Chief,
Clinical Policy Services Division in policy memos implementing this law.

U.S. ARMY CYBER COMMAND & SECOND ARMY
The Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, U.S. Army Cyber Command and Second Army
(ARCYBER & 2A), headquartered at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, consists of three Active Compo
nent judge advocates, one Reserve Component (DIMA) judge advocate, four civilian attorneys,
and one civilian paralegal specialist. OSJA personnel are spread over three installations with
the Staff Judge Advocate, Deputy Staff Judge Advocate, Senior Operational Law Attorney, and
Operational Law Attorney (DIMA) at Fort Belvoir; the Civilian Personnel Law Attorney, the
Administrative Law Attorney, and the Contract and Fiscal Law Attorney at Fort Meade, Mary
land; and the Joint Forces Headquarters-Cyber (JFHQ-C) Legal Advisor at Fort Gordon,
Georgia. The OSJA provides legal service support to ARCYBER & 2A across four of the five
core competencies of The Judge Advocate Generals Corps: Military Justice, Administrative,
Contract, Fiscal and Ethics Law, International and Operational Law, and Legal Assistance.
Created in 2010, ARCYBER is an operational Army force reporting directly to HQDA.
At the direction of the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Army assigned Army Cyber
Command to U.S. Strategic Command to function as the Army Force Component Headquarters
of U.S. Cyber Command. Second Army and its assigned elements comprise an Army force re
tained by the Secretary of the Army in accordance with Title 10, United States Code, Section
162 (a) (2) to carry out the functions assigned to the Secretary of the Army in Titles 10, 40 and
44 United States Code. Second Army is a Direct Reporting Unit of the CIO/G-6 in the execu
tion of administrative, policy, management, architecture, and compliance responsibilities as
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delineated in applicable U.S. Code.
ARCYBER and 2A gained great momentum following the critical Army decisions to
realign of the U.S. Army Network Enterprise Technology Command (NETCOM) under 2A;
establish and man the Army JFHQ-C; and place the ARCYBER and 2A Headquarters alongside
the Army's JFHQ-Cyber and National Security Agency-Georgia at Fort Gordon (scheduled to
be complete by FY 2019-20). The Army also designated the Commanding General of AR
CYBER as Commanding General of2A and as Commander of the Army's JFHQ-C, while also
designating the Commander ofNETCOM as Deputy Commanding General of Second Army.
These decisions place operational control of all Army operational cyber forces under one com
mander.
As the Army Force Component ofU. S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) AR
CYBER has responsibility for Offensive Cyberspace Operations (OCO), Defensive Cyberspace
Operations (DCO) and Department of Defense Information Network (DODIN) Operations for
integrated defense ofDOD's networks. The Commanding General of ARCYBER exercises
operational control of the 780th Military Intelligence Brigade (Cyber) (780th MI BDE), the
Cyber Protection Brigade, and the 1st Information Operations Command (1st IO). The 780th
MI BDE provides most of the Army's cyberspace operations support to USCYBERCOM. The
1st IO operates our Cyber Opposing force that trains Army units how to operate in a contested
cyberspace environment and provides expertise in information-related capabilities used to influ
ence, disrupt, conupt, or usurp the decision-making of adversaries.
Together with the legal personnel assigned to NETCOM and other subordinate units, the
OSJA has worked diligently to provide legal advice in support of this new operational domain,
to include support to operations and exercises involving newly created Cyber Mission Force
Teams for both the Army and designated Geographic Combatant Commands. In cooperation
with USCYBERCOM, the National Security Agency, and Army HQDA, the office has focused
on establishing and refining roles, responsibilities, and authorities for ARCYBER, 2A, JFHQ
C, and NETCOM. The OSJA's workload has grown exponentially as Cyber Mission Force
Teams have become operational, the commands have matured, and the pace of cyberspace oper
ations have increased.
Day-to-day advice consists of matters ranging from drafting formal ethics opinions,
managing the Financial Disclosure Management System for the command, reviewing contracts
and acquisitions, and giving advice on matters of order and discipline, command policy, plans
and orders, and all other aspects of the ARCYBER and 2A global mission. Activity increased
dramatically for the SJA, JFHQ-C Legal Advisor, and the Senior Operational Law Attorney
with respect to Cyber Exercise Support and advice on real world operational missions, as well
as providing support for General Officer Engagements, especially regarding the Commanding
General's increased involvement with industry, Congress, and other federal agencies. Members
of the OSJA have frequently represented the command on panels, academic presentations, and
policy discussions both within the Department of Defense, other Federal Agencies, and various
policy and educational venues.
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U.S. ARMY RESERVE COMMAND
Located at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, U.S. Anny Reserve Command (USARC) pro
vides a wide range of legal support to subordinate Anny Reserve units.
Ethics and Investigation Division. The Ethics and Investigations Division provides
legal reviews and advice on various types of administrative investigations, including AR 15-6,
commander's inquiries, inspector general, line of duty, FLIPL investigations, and credibility
determinations and preliminary screening inquiries under AR 27-1. The Ethics and Investiga
tions division provided legal advice and review of 188 investigations. This included 69 AR 15
6 investigations, 26 suicide investigations, 11 commander's inquiries, 29 IG investigations, 29
FLIPL investigations, I Article 138 complaint, 4 line of duty inquiries, and 19 professional re
sponsibility investigations.
USARC Ethics Counselors provide ethics advice to senior leaders within HQ USARC
and ethics counselors throughout the subordinate commands. In 2014, 75 legal reviews were
prepared on issues which included accepting gifts, offers of official travel payments from non
Federal entities, post-Army employment, relations with non-Federal entities, outside activities,
dealing with contractors, fundraising, use of official representation funds, use of government
resources, and legal review of every spouse travel request. The Ethics Counselor also ensures
that all required Reserve personnel prepare and timely submit the Office of Government Ethics
(OGE) Form 450, Confidential Financial Disclosure Report and OGE Form 278, Public Finan
cial Disclosure Report. During this past filing period, the Ethics Counselor reviewed approxi
mately 80 OGE 278s and 425 OGE Forms 450s. Further, ethics training was provided for 345
financial disclosure filers.
Military Law Division. USARC Military Law Division (MLD) provides guidance to
attorneys and paralegals of subordinate SJA offices in an environment of constantly changing
law and policy. MLD increased efforts to better manage sexual assault tracking during this pe
riod. There are currently 202 on-going sexual assault cases. Approximately 74 cases were re
ported during this period, and 53 cases were successfully resolved during the period. The office
continues to coordinate with down-trace units and AC OSJAs to ensure these cases are disposed
of in a manner appropriate to the offenses and that the victims receive all the care and support
due. The office also continues to track civilian prosecutions of sexual assault cases in order to
quickly take administrative action when required to reprimand and separate convicted offend
ers. MLD coordinated with G-1 (Personnel) to rapidly provide legal services to its largest client
by incorporating the use of the Human Resources - Packet Accountability Site (HR-PAS). HR
PAS, a USARC G-1 system, is quickly becoming the preferred method of the subordinate com
mands for processing administrative separation actions. MSCs satisfy the requirement for
DJA G's MJO policy by creating the file in MJO-RC and uploading documents once completed.
Operational Law Division. With the drawdown of troops in CENTCOM, the Anny
Reserve has placed an increased focus upon DSCA operations and the OPLAW Division has
geared itself towards assisting the US ARC in responding to an array of domestic operational
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law issues and the navigation of domestic legal authorities to ensure Army Reserve forces par
ticipating in a DSCA event, do so under proper authority. Throughout the past year, the
OPLA W Division has participated in local and nationwide exercises involving multiple levels
of Reserve and Active troop commands, which have tested the Command's capability to re
spond to a simulated DSCA event and required ongoing legal advice, both before and during
the exercise. These exercises require the OSJA to work closely with operational law, fiscal
law, and military justice attorneys at FORSCOM, US Army North (ARNORTH), USARC, the
Corps of Engineers and other major public and private civilian exercise participants in order to
facilitate real-world DSCA training. During the past twelve (12) months, the OPLA W Division
has provided legal oversight and assistance during the development of both the MCU and ARE
concepts by actively participating in Conferences on both subjects and attending weekly Opera
tional Planning Team meetings in the FORSCOM HQ and OCAR HQ.
Contract and Fiscal Law. USARC Contract/Fiscal Law Division provides legal ad
vice and opinions on procurements at HQ, USARC and its major subordinate commands. The
Contract and Fiscal Law advisor provides advice on contract formation acquisition planning,
contractor qualification, negotiated procurements, sealed bidding, commercial items, GSA
award schedules and bid protests. The division has provided advice on such diverse programs
as: A-76 commercial activity studies; privatization; out-sourcing and in-sourcing; and contract
administration issues (terminations, modifications, requests for equitable adjustments, disputes
and claims). The Contract and Fiscal Law Division is actively engaged in providing training to
staff and professional organizations such as the Society of Military Comptrollers. The section,
in coordination with the USARC Contract Acquisition Support Organization, provides monthly
training to the USAR acquisition community. The Contract and Fiscal Law Division is a key
player in assisting subordinate commands arid directorates in interpreting and implementing
new policies. Key among these, interpretation and refinement of Defense Business System IT
systems acquisition under 10 U.S.C. § 2222, and increasing emphasis on insuring the proper
obligation of the Operations and Maintenance Army Reserve appropriation vice the Research,
Development Testing and Evaluation appropriation. The section also provides legal reviews of
all conference sponsored/attended by Reserve personnel.
Labor Law Division. USARC Labor Counselors continue to represent the Army in
complaints filed by Army Reserve Civilians with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis
sion, the Office of Special Counsel, the FLRA and the MSPB. Three civilian attorneys provide
this representation on a full-time basis. Budget sequestration with the resulting DOD wide fur
loughs of civilian employees has provided challenges for the civilian workforce and required
significant legal support to ensure that all actions were accomplished in accordance with legal
and regulatory requirements.
Administrative Law. The J As and civilian attorney in the Administrative Law Di
vision review staff actions to ensure compliance with the applicable law, regulations, and poli
cies. As the higher headquarters, subordinate legal offices seek the Administrative Law Divi
sion's guidance on issues involving incapacitation pay claims, medically non-ready Soldiers,
Lautenberg Amendment interpretation, adverse administrative actions, and various Army Re
serve policies.
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Legal Assistance. On May 7, 2014, the Army Reserve was approved by the Secre
tary of the Army to provide SVC to serve as legal representatives for alleged victims of sexual
assault. Through the SVC program, Reserve soldiers and their dependents, who have been the
victim of a sexual assault, can request the services of a Reserve Component SVC. SVCs repre
sent the victim's interest throughout the course of any legal proceedings that might follow the
report of a sexual assault. SVCs also provide services to child victims or their parents depend
ing on the level of comprehension and understanding of the child victim. There are approxi
mately 70 trained SVCs in the Army Reserve located throughout the United States. Those cho
sen for the program underwent three days of training at TJAGLCS. The training included clas
ses on professional responsibility, military rules of evidence, the Army's parole system, forensic
medical exams, rules for practicing as an SVC, and classes from professionals who teach about
how to treat and talk with a victim of a sexual assault.

CONCLUSION
The state of the Army JAGC in 2015 remains strong. Recruiting and retention are at all
time highs. Diversity is expanding as more women and minorities serve as JAs. Morale is high
and commanders have great confidence in their legal personnel and value the contributions they
make to mission accomplishment. The JAGC is fully capable of meeting the changing needs
and requirements of our Army client.
The Army continues to be the beneficiary of tremendous support from the civilian legal
profession. This includes backing for legislative and policy changes that protect the rights of
service members and initiatives such as the American Bar Association 's Military Pro Bono Pro
ject. On behalf of all Army legal personnel, I wish to thank the American Bar Association and
its members for their continuing support of soldiers and military families.

Flora D. Darpino
Lieutenant General, U.S. Army
The Judge Advocate General
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